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ANOTHER HEARING
TO BE HELD LATER
Commission to Thoroughly inves
tigate and Render Decision.

stein bull, first, John Ellsworth.
Sheep, first, Francis Dodge.
;

Colts

Brood mare, first, W. J.
Ross.
Draft horses, first, Percy Lovejoy.
Colt, 3-year-old, first, Fred Ellsw-orth.
2-year-cld, first, N. P. Harris; 1-yearo'd, first, N. P. Harris. Gray Percheron, first, Frank Hardy.
Ponies,
first, Will Bradbury.
Mules, 1-yearold, first, Merla Brackett; mules, 6months-old, first, Ira Adiley.
Goats,
ti-rst, Fred Ellsworth.
W. J. Ross-,
judge.
'

SOME FACTS PUT
FORTH BY AUSTIN
Considers the Amendment
and Equitable to the
Taxpayers.

Fair

A preliminary hearing before the
Public Utilities Commission was held
Maine Woods:
at thie office of J. Blaine Morrison
Phillips, Me., October 9, 1915.—I
Thursday., October 7.
The object of
am led to ask you for space in order
the hearing was to secure a more
to correct some mis-statements which
extended service from the
Phillips
have been persistently circulated of
Electric Light Company.
Twentylate concerning amendments to the
three hour service was asked for aindcharter of Phillips Village Corpora
Poultry
if that was not feasible the propon
tion introduced by me at the 1911
ents -wanted at Least an all
night
White Wyandotte hens, first, Edgar session of the Legislature.
service.
They presented to
the
Wilis. White Wyandotte pullets, first,
It Ihas been stated that these am
Commission a petition signed by aEdgar Wills; game birds, first, Fred endments
were enacted
without
bout eighty per cent of tine patrons
Ellsworth; White Leghorns, first, W. due notice having been given to the
the Electric Light Company asking
S. Dodge;
ducks, first, Linwood citizens of this village and further
for the all might service.
Numerous
Reed; turkeys, first, Linwood Reed; more that they were worked through'
witnesses were called to show the
bantams, first, Clinton Brackley.
on the quiet and without the know
incpnvenien.ce caused by having no
ledge of thie parties at interest.
lights after midnight.
Vegetables and Fruit
In answer to these charges I Wild
The Electric Light Company rested
say tfcf&t the act to amend thie chart
their case on the ground that the in
Squash', first, Lullie Heath;
tur er of Phillip® Village Corporation was
come of the company did not war nips, first, John Ellsworth; cucumb
introduced by me on January 31, 1911
rant an extension of the present ser ers, first, John Ellsworth; corn, first,
and referred to the committee on tine
vice.
They submitted their books John Ellsworth.; Tom Thumb pop corn,
Judiciary.
ui evidence.
The bo* ks were taken first, Alfred Berry;- pears, first, H.
Notice of the hearing was adver
by the Commission and will be thor E. Mayo; apples, first, A. L. Seavtised in the issue of Maine Woods
oughly investigated by their expert ey; piumis, first, Nellie Willis; pre
of February 9, and the hearing was
accountant.
The plant will also be serves', first, Neilie Willis; peaches,
PLEASANT ISLAND CAM PS
held
on February 16.
On February
HOTEL BLANCH ARD
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex examined by their engineer and an- first, Mrs. W. E. Whitney; jelly, 20 the Judiciary committee unani
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates other bearing will he held after this I first> Mrs w E whitne?.
mously reported the bill “ ought to
In the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November. information is all in .1the hands o f '
pass.”
On February 22 the bill was
the Commission and a decision remFancy Work
Sectios. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
tabled pending its first reading by
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., dered. The Corporation was repre
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
Mr. Scates of Westbrook.
I went
sented by Attorneys Hersey and MorF 1 ,a g
quiItj first>
Jennie H a r r i s ; to Mr. Scates and upon asking him
ETRATTON M AINE.
E. H. G R O S E . Prop.
Pleasant Island,
Maine
rison and the Electric Light Company rilgs> fir9t^ Niel(lie Willis; crocheted his reason for tabling the bill
he
hv
T imberlake and Noble.
spread, first, Mrs. Orlando Durrell; told me that Mr. H. H. Berry, Who
One of the best all arouqd fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
crpcheted spread, second, Mrs.
O. was in Ms employ at Yarmouth,, bad
Like, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
C. Dolibder; pyrography, first,
Rus asked him to keep a Watch over any
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
sell Wills; home woven blankets, proposed legislation having to do in
For particulars write for free circular to
first, Nellie\ Willis; dressing sack, any way with Phillips Village Corpor
Capt. F. F. COBURN,
first, Edna Lis hern ess; knit mittens, ation and to table it until hie, Mr.
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
Middledam, Maine
first, Nellie Willis; hand knit lace .by Berry, could ba/ve an opportunity to
|
First Fair Ever Held in Town lady 71 years old1, first. Mrs. Elmira examine it.
Collins; pillow cases by lady 86 yrs.
Such examination evidently proved
— wiMurfrr'
Quite Successful.
old, first, Mrs. E. Rrimigion; crochet satisfactory for on February 28 Mr.
ed hand bag, first, Blanche Mayo; Scates took the bill from' the table
crocheted yoke, first* Lulie Heath; and it took its regular course from
Salem Cattle Show and Fair
i
silk that time on without opposition, fin
Thursday was a gala day for drawings, first, Eva Collins;
Mountain Yiew , Maine
Salem, tike attendance at the fair sofa pillow, first, Eva Collins; em ally passing the senate on March 14.
grounds was large and had the day broidered table runner, first, Mrs. L. Does it appear from the above factsFor further particulars write or address
been sunny no doubt there
would C. Ellsworth; log cabin quilt, first, that -this legislation was
sneaked ■
L. E. B 0 W L E Y ,
have been many more present. Every Mrs. Nellie Willis; log cabin quilt, through on the sly and unbeknown to
body seemed well satisfied with the second, Mrs. Minnie Harris; crochet parties at interest?
Mountain
Yiew ,
*
•
*
Maine
\
display which was exceptionally good ed doily, first, Della Brimigion; cen
Now as to the change made in
in some ways.
There was a hand ter piece, first, Della Rrimigion; 'cen our corporation charter:
Collins;
some herd of about 100 head of cat ter piece, second, Emma
Until the amendment of 1911 was
The Plaee Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.
tle, a flock of 120 sheep, horses, colt braided doily, first, Nellie Jones; made the charter provided that the
crocheted sofa pillow, first,
Nellie corporation was invested with pow
mules, ponies, etc.
T IM P O N D C A M P S
first, er, at &ny legal meeting called for
A good display of vegetables, fruit Willis; worsted sofa pillow,
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Mrs. B. Spencer; crocheted
table the purpose, to raise money for hy
and
fancy
work.
There
was
a
din
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.
ner tent mianaged by i some of the mats, first, Lillian Locteiin; embroid drants, fire engines, etc., and to pro
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.
Mdies of the town where a good din ered pillow ca.ses, first, Blanche vide for lighting the streets,
the
embroidered pillow
cases, charter furthermore provided that at
ner was served for 25 cents. There Mayo;
were smaller tents where “hot dogs” second, Edna Lisheraess; embroider any Legal meeting, called for the pur
were served, also pop corn, lemon ed table linen,’ first, Edna Lisiher- pose, the corporation might vote to
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and ade, candy and peanuts.
noss; embroidered side board cover, purchase the works and rights of the
*tream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
Of course Moody, the veteran pea- first, Edna Lisiherness; guest towels-, Phillips Water Company.
The in- __
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
n,ut man, was present, also the dry first, Della Brimigion; guest towels, iquiitous and unjust amendment
of
and other information, wjite
ED. G R A N T (Et SO N C O .,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t ’ s M e . goods man where you could buy any-1 gecornd, Edna Lisbernes-s; corset cov 1911 struck out the words
“ legal”
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
tiling you Wanted at most any price. er, first, Nellie Jones; crocheted and and “ called for the purpose”
and
An Indian wigwam, Where
three embroidered doily, first, Elsie Black- inserted the word ‘ ‘annual” in place
Della Brimigion and Nellie of the word “ legal” and added the
Indians flourished & tomahawk and well.
gun wtitih, occasionally a war Whoop, Jones, judges.
words “ provided such; purpose is spec
BALD M O U N T A I N C A M P S Bald M£ ° r ' 4ain
while peddling their medicine.
ified in a distinct article or articles
Bald Mountain Camps are sitwatect at the fo o t o f Bald Mountain on M ooselookraeThere was a ball game in
the
inserted in the warrant or call for
guntic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—Auto
read to camps—Telephone oonnections—T w o mails daily W rite for free circular.
afternoon, Salem vs Phillips, with a
said meeting,” so that the corporat
AMOS ELLIS, Proper., ,
Bald Mountain, Maine
score of 21 to 1 in favor of Salem.
ion was invested with the power to
There was a dance in the evening
raise money for hydrant rental, street
wwwii!jiiiiij[i.j.iiii..i.iiiuj.. i.i
' i
....................... r~rn......n ..........rn......n
at Ellsworth hail and an oyster sup
lighting, etc., or to purchase
the
per was served.
water works at. the annual meeting
Premiums ware
warded as'
fol Has Been on Ml. Saddleback Since |instiead Qf any “ legal meeting called
lows:
Oxen and steers:
Holstein
for the purpose.'’
Middle of May.
oxen, 5-year-olds, first, G. D. W illis;
I never have heard the amendment
3-yearoilds, first, Belmont Hatch; 1regarding the power to purchase the
The fire warden, Edgar Tibbetts Water Company’s rights criticised by
y earn Id®, first, Francis Dodge. Dur
ham oxen:
5-year-olds, first, Clark and his wife from Gardiner, who hav th,e eminent counsel who look after
station the Water Company’s interests here.
Ellsworth; 4-year-olds, first, Charles been on Mount Saddleback
Lewis; 3-yeair-oldis, first, Clark Ells since about the middle of May, came
I have already used much more
worth;
2-year-olds,
first,
Frank down with their baggage October 1st, space than I had intended but I
Spaulding; 1-year-old, first, Charles having been called off duty by the want to state, as briefly as possible,
They have im some of the reasons why public
Lewis;
calves, first, Albert Sedige- fire commissioners.
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
proved in health and regretted leav spirited
Ley.
i
citizens
and
taxpayersand nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Heifers, thoroughbred:
Durham: ing their little log eahiin among the thought it best to 'ask the legislat
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small game are very 2clouds.
They go home with pleas ure for this, amendment, and, in ord
year-olds, first, L. C. Ellsworth;
1year-old, first, L. C. Ellsworth. Jer ant recollections of their summer er to do so, let me go over thie his
abundant.
sey :2-year-olds, first, W. S. Dodge; there with1 the birds, rabbits and tory of the several contracts
that
Non-resident hunting license fee only 115.00
3- year-olds, first, Edgar Wills; 1-year- squirrels which they fed around their have been made for lighting our
They will remain in streets.
Tire first contract
was
old, first, Edjgar Wills; calf,
first, cabin door.
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for Wesley Taslh; cow, first, W. S. this place a few weeks to do a little voted at thie annual corporation meet
and ing held on March 18, 1898 for a
booklet with map.
Lovejoy; bull, first, Edgar Wills; hunting and visit relatives
At a special
bull calf, first, Edgar Wills. Durham friends1before going to their home in term of one year.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager,
Phillips, Maine
bull, first, Albert Sedgeley.
Hol- the city.
(Continued on page 8.)

SALEM CATTLE
SHOW AND FAIR

Mountain View House

Ed. G r a n t ’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

FIRE WARDEN
IS OFF DUTY

R a n g e le y L a k e s a n d D e a d R i v e r
R e g io n

AS A HUNTING RESORT

MAINE

t

SPORTSMEN’S
SHOW IN NEW YORK
March 1916 the 25th Anniversary
of These Shows
(Special to Maine Woods.)
New York, October 11.—The ammual
round-op of sportsmen and outers at
the next National! Sportsmen’s ©how
in March 1916 iin New York
City,
promises to be of unusual interest.
The occasion of the 21st years of
sportsmen’s shews will be marked by
an assemblage of veterans, many of
whom attended the original exhibit
ion in 1895 at the Madison Square
Garden.
A register will be waiting
for the recording of the names and
addresses of all who were “ among
those present” at the show’s premier.
The 1916 exhibition, and its succes
sors, will be held by the National
Sportsmen’s Show Corporation,
of
No. 1 Madison Avenue, New York
City, under the auspices of the Nat
ional Sportsmen’s Association, J. A.
H. Dressed, Secretary-Treasurer. Cap
tain Dressel, who originated sports
men’s' shows 21 years ago, and Allen
S. Williams will manage the shows.
Nc State or section of thie United
States and Canada has been so con
sistently represented, served and ad
vertised as Maine in these annual ex
hibitions.
Assurances have been re
ceived from railway officials, camp
owners, taxidermists and guides, who
are so directly interested in keep
ing Maine’s outdoor attractions befor
the public through these metropolitan
exhibitions that Maine will be there
and her exhibit should be the great
est single feature of the show. Mem
bership in the National Sportsmen’s
Association is open to anyone of any
mature age of either sex who is in
terested in outdoor life and sports.
The association’s services include a
registration and information bureau
for guides, hotels, resorts and game
regions.
L E W IS T O N

MAN HAS PEC U LIAR
EX P ER IEN CE.

One Lewiston man who was
Thursday after partridges had a
culiar experience.
He went to
hunting place in his auto.
He
gone but a short distance into

out
pe
the
had
the

WOODS,

woods when he heard a ,dog and a.
moment or two later a fox rushed
by.
He took a. shot at reynard, but
missed.
The dog went by a minute
later.
Later this hunter met the
dog’s owner and they discussed the
probability of getting the fox. .After
hunting ’round for a time longer the
man Who got a shot at the fox went
back to the road and prepared to go
home.
Just as he gav,e the crank a
whirl to start his engine there was a
rush, and the fox, which had "been
hiding under the car shot out and
made into the woods,
FORMED A R IF L E C L U B
At a meeting held at the offices
of the Union Water Power Co., in
Lewiston a temporary organization of
a rifle club was effected and Chart es
B, Carter and John White appointed
a committee to draw up articles of
incorporation.
Mr. Carter was chos
en president and Wallace H. White,
Jr., clerk.
Col. J. M. Palmer of Lewiston
gave an interesting talk in regard
to rifle practice and said that the
Lewiston armory, use of Which ha®
been obtained, is available four nights
per week.
Those present were:
Charles B.
Carter, Carl F. Getebell, Col. James
M. Palmer, Ralph Julia, A. G. Stap
les, Wallace H. White, Jr., John
White, Dr. I. E. Pendleton, George
M. Whitney, Walter H. Sawyer, Oapt
Ara Cushman, R. M. Lunn, Edward
S. Stetson, R. H. Hodgson, Charles
Conant, John E. Kincaid and Sam E.
Conner.
A permanent organization, will be
made this week.
W H O S H O T T H E DEER?
Tuesday evening, Oct. 5th,
the
Misses Iva Willis, Bertha Worcester,
Lue’ la Coote, Mae Hussey and Isa
bella Leger, were guests of Miss Bes
sie Pierce at a very enjoyable veni
son supper; more enjoyable, perhaps,
because the deer was one which the
young ladies themselves ‘captured on
their recent camping trip to Jolly B
Camp.
One of the girls, Miss Wor
cester, was also fortunate in secur
ing a partridge.
Tibi® much is
known, but as for the deer, like all
good sportsmen, the girls refuse to
say whose shot killed it.—Bangor
Daily News.
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A REAL BARGAIN
j
j

A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best
hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large preserve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.

j
j

$3,000

|

I
| spot cash takes it.

For further information write

MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS,
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M AINE W O O D S
follow you back to the city.

Fill out

the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

:j

■■

■— h

. ..

.

____________ ___________ __________________

time and attention' t.o the restocking
and protection of game.
To do thie
we must have capable men to be
constantly on the job, and in order
t*. secure desirable men we nnist
have desirable positions
to offer
way often overlooks things of im them,, and in order for them to ao.
Transfixed by Headlight Glare, portance, where if hie had a little in cornplisJi goed work they must have
formation in his possession,
could and must work with a good system,
B. & A. Train Finishes Them
easily accomplish things in the way and no system is perfect without orof arresting violators which, hereto ganization.
Fascinated by the glare of
the fore have gone unnoticed.
. There is no roaeoa^ wfliy the fields
headlight of the Bangor & Aroositook
So many things are expect exl of and stream is should not be plentifully
♦rain leavjmr. Banger at 2.55 a. in.,
wardens by law-abiding hunters and supplied with game and fish,, hut as
Thursday, and arriving at S'cihoodic ; Q
protectors, and in order that they long as we stand idly by and allow
5.04, two calf moose remained
the
might accomplish) tfliepe things it is market hunters and trappers to flour
track until the train came along and
necessary tduat they he equipped with ish we will be deprived of our only
sent them to the happy
hunting
sufficient backing and information. and favorite sport, and is it not the
grounds forthwith, says the Bangor
By being organized they would have duty of every sportsman to lend hii®
Commercial.
Chief Game Warden
manner towards
a complete understanding with. ea< j support in some
Perkins was notified in this city and
bringing
back
that
which
he assisted
other, place thedir small hits of infor
he ilia® ordered the moose brought to
mation together, and cause the arrest In destroying and not remain s idout
Bangor to be sold, if in suitable con
of law-breakers that are not and { with the expectation of some one
dition.
The. carcasses will probably
could not be otherwliSe arrested. If else assuming that responsibility? j
arrive in Bangor on the 7 o’clock
Ohio was the first to organize her
c 11 these interested in the protection
train Thursday night.
and enforcement of law would lend wardens, and they are doing commonForest Gcmmiissioner Frank
E. their support and assistance to this dahi’e work.
Wlliy?
Because tljey
Mace was in /the city from up river move it would oniy be a short time have respectable laws, decent salary
Thursday, leaving on the afternoon until a warden would he able to do and expense and the proper* co-opertrain for Augusta.
Mr. Marne is, business; but, a® a rule, whiat you ation, this having been brought about
according to the statutes, also a bear is this:
“ Why don’t the ward by the sportsmen.—Russel R. Walker
member of the fish and game com ens do this and stop that,”
never in the Sportsmen's Review.
mission.
H.e was in conference pretending to giv.e their support to
with Game Warden Perkins for a word®, putting a warden in a posit
10,000 FISH L I B E R A T E D
short time.
ion to accomplish, all these things,
Floyd Pickett, a freshman in Ban and never giving the things hie has Knickerbocker Pond Has New Stock
ger high school, s.hot a hawk
on to contend with a thought.
of Trout and Salmon.
Parkview avenue, Thursday afternoon
While it is true that some wardens
Ten thousand salmon and trout in
He used two shots.
are not worth a grain of salt, as has about even proportions were liberated
The repef t has been going the
been said, these should be weeded Tuesday in Knickerbocker Pond by
rounds of some Maine hunters that it
out, but if you expect good men and i Fish Warden Jalm W. Dearborn, rep
is permissible to shoot cow moose in
good work they must first be fur- resenting the Bootiibay Harbor Fish
this state.
The information: is bas
ni shied with good material with whde and Game Associarticn.
The local
ed on the supposition that the legis
co work—'that is, good laws, goed c ’ub received the shipment from Canlature, several years ago, passed a
working system and some pay, which ad. a, it having been supplied by the
five year close time on c.ow moose,
until lately has been the main bad government.
The fish were larger
and at the last session of the legis
feature.
than any ever received for stocking
lature the law makers failed to re
Remember, very few men are so purposes here before.
new th close time.
So now the
foolish as to start cut and travel the
The local fish and game association
hunteis are inclined to think
that
country day after day, good and bad has been active for several years in
cow moose are legitimate game.
weather, run up expenses, lay him securing fish and placing stock in
They are entlr ly wrong, however
self liable to damage suits, wear out i the various inland waters near her®.
The ’ egislature, when it passed a
clothes, risk has life, lay out along |Most of the larger pond® and brooks
law protecting cow moose, providded
rivers all night, and when lie does 1have been already stocked and in a
that the close •* oe should be perpet
bring a man in have an incompetent few years there should be no need
ual.
Cow noose shall not be shot
judge dismiss him, and then be cen of going far away to get some grand
in the state of Maine until the legis
sured because he did not get a con sport. .
lature passes a 'aw t-1lowing hunters
viction or have some rum-dum poli
t:> kill them.
tician go to the front and have him ; N E W
H OTEL
B U I L T A T LAKE
Walter A. Damforth, treasurer of
let off with fi e costs or small fine.
MOXIE.
ti e Bangor & Aroostook railroad, and
There are many things that go to
W. K. Hailett, superintendentcf the
discourage protectors of wild life. If
A new hotel has been, built at
southern \ivision of the road, with
the laiw-abiding people were just as Lake Moixie station on the line of
Mrs. Danforth, and Mrs.
Hailett,
ready to go to the front fer the war- |the Somerset railroad, during
tli®
have returned from a successful trip
dens as the people who disregard ti e past season by B. A. Laxson.
Mr.
at Lest Lake in the Moosehead reg
law come out for their friends, thing \Lax son came to Lake Moxie
from
ie n, getting their full quota of deer.
would be different.
At a trial you ! New Hampshire eight or nine years
Mr. Dan forth, slot two deer, Mrs.
can count about am even dozen who Iago and was station agent untR
Danforth killed one and Mr.
and
have come to the assistance of the I1911.
His new hotel is a twentyMrs. Hailett secured one each. They
one arrested, and if there is any one room lious-e with modern conven
also obtained a good number of part
present in sympathy with the warden |iences, which he proposes to run th®
ridges.
There were about three
be does not say a word until after year round. Connected w*it4i the hotel
inches of snow cn the ground when
’t is all over, and then he will tell is a modem garage 40x40.
they were up there, but it disappear
how it ought to have been done, etc.
Lake Moxie is a small couimnindtj
ed quickly.
There are enough people interested 5J/& miles easterly from the Forks.
in protection to accomplish most any It is reached by good reads
over
ORGANIZATION
OF
KENTUCKY
thing
desired, if they would only be which goes all the traffic from th®
GA M E WARDENS.
more active.
If the warden in your Forks and West Forks, Lake More
Dayton, Ky.—At the State Fair in district is not having success, find being their nearest station.
Louisville, the feasibility of forming out what the trouble is, then take
Get your
a game warden association, was dis steps to remedy t’ is.
Do not be con/tentcussed, and perhaps by .next year friends to help.
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
they will meet and devise plans by ed with offering a little idle talk as
HIS is a very in
Game pro
which they can work with more co a-si stance to the cause.
teresting and in
operation and with gneafter success'. tection is new to a certain extent. structive book on mak T H E
ing cabin boats, canoes,
The one mostly interested in this S-ome are backward in working open row boats, etc. It tells CABIN BOAT
PRIMER
plan is Miss Annie Samules, who has ly, but there is no reason why they of the various streams
should
be.
Just
try
stepping
cut
in
one can trip on with a
been connected with the department
to cabin boat, how to
since its creation, besides acting as front and you will be surprised
equip for such a trip,
exp'ert stenographer.
She has sev see bow many wtfdl fall right in line what to wear and eat,
with
you.
Read
the
daily
papers,
eral convict ions to her credit and is
cost of a two month’s
also a graduate of palmentory 'aw, Ithe Sportsmen's Review, a.rd U! e trip. It gives descrip
tions and diagrams,
________ _
and is without any doubt the best in 1book® cn wild life, and you wiil ses photographs and chapters on con struction,
formed woman in the state in this ' that not a week passes without some j when to float, when and where to land and
been j other useful hints. Book is compiled of
]!ne of work, and wtfl be re-commemdL'great and good move laving
facts and observations made by the author
ed as president for the new associa made for the interest of wild life.
; A great deal of time and money It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
tion.
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
The g?me warders cf each, and j has been spent in the breeding of
Trip
Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat. How to
every stafe s’ <uld organize and them 'high class dogs and improvement of Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Beat’ s Equipment,
Furnishings
and Furniture. Odds and F.nds of
lave a national bedy and all be af j firearms, fisibling tackle, etc., but ti e Equipment. The
Skiff or Tender. The Gasolinr
.most
important
part
has
been
negleo
Launch.
What
to Wear. Things to Eat, Cabin
filiated wllih and work together in a
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
We are forced to realize tha/t Landing Lists. Floatirg, Floating at Night and in
systematized way. This all could be ',ea.
Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast
done without any -sraat amount cf ex j''f future outdoor sport of this kind and
Some Rope Hints, Land ngs, Troubles, Car*
pense to any one person or body, and 'S to be enjoyed we must devote our of the Boat, Ways of Making Money, On Making

MOOSE FOR

YOU

GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
wom an
going
Boston to w o rk or study,
an y la dy going to Boston fur
pleasure or on a shopping
trip w it h o u t m ala sscort w ill
find th s

.

Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a in e Woods (outing edition.)
Name............................................................................

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h tfu l place to stop. A
H o m e - H otel In th e h e a rt, sf
Boston e x c lu s iv e ly for wo
men. 630 room s, safe, com
fortable co n ve n ie n t of access,
prices reasonable.
For par
tic u la rs and prices address

__

Address................... -.............................................................. .
State .........................................................................
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the increase in conviction that would
mane than meet this expense. In all
,
great work there is and has been a
QT
ATP
I
VI
I
TI
Vf
i system.
The more perfect the syso i a i e . m u o L u r a
^ Uie better aml e a , s i e r the worl(

ARE

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
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MAINE, O CTOBER

T

MAINE

jz?

PHILLIPS,

M iss

Castine C.

S w a n son ,

Supt., 11 E. N e w to n

S t ., B o sto n ,

Mass,

Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
Hunting Traps and Trapping. Fish and Fishing,
Amusements. Bookp. Trapper’s Canoe. A Cabin
Boat Coon Hunt. .
.
Price Postpaid, C loth Bound, S1.00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. VV. PH K K L ,
TA X ID E R M IST
Dealer in Sporting GAoda. Fishing Tae
Indian V ocrasirs, BasketP and Souvenirs.
RA N G ftLE Y .
.
.
MAI

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbenreu
Known the world ov^r for excel
lence. IHustraNd catalogue free.

M. L. GF/HTI V .1.1. <0.,
Monmouth.

-

.

-

Mail

MAINE

WOODS,

The Last Pipeful of Sickle Ss
as Fresh a s the First
Real tobacco flavor depends upon the leaf being pre
in its natural state, possible- only b y pressing the
leaves into plug form and keeping it in b y covering it
with a natural leaf wrapper. T h e natural flavor and
stren gth o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
served

PHILLIPS,

MAI NE, O C T O B E R

14, 1915.

overlooking tine lake; residence
of
foreman, home for fish culturists and
labourers, boat house, station, \vhiurf,
coal shed, ice house, small
shed
for grinding food, hatchery building
and stabiles.
Th©
water supply
comes from. Rocky Pond, with a
splendid quality of water, Which rums
through a gravity flume 7,600 feet
in lengtlv.
At the head of the
flume, in Rocky Pond, is a large dam
365 feet in Length, built to bold watefl
in reserve.
From October to June
of each year, 3,800 gallons of water
are supplied every 60 seconds of

3

of millions of fish fingerlings—'Sal
mon are nearly as long as one’s fing
er wlhen they are released, hiave been
distributed through out the ponds and
lakes of Maine.
Tbe results, while
not gratifying in all oases, hav© war
ranted the continuance of the work
by the government batchery. In many
cases, .ponds hav© been stocked
whiicib never before had been known
tn contain fiislb of the variety intro
duced—Branch pond is an example of
this, a pond that offers tbe best of
sport for Bangor fishermen as well
as others.
The criticism has been

Take a P lug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
so that when you whittle it o ff it crum bles into dust, but it
will bum and smoke sm ooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form .
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
judge for yourself.

3 Ounces

S l i c e it a s

big to receive visitors and show them
tlie methods of propagating Maine's
fish and game species.
He is a
native of Boothibay Harbor, in tills
state, and has practically devoted
his life to the science of fish cul
ture.
In 1889, lie represented1 his
town in the state legislature.'
He
has the welfare of Maine at heart
as well as that of the federal inter
ests, and no man is more desirous of
seeing the fish and game of Maine
increase and multiply than is Mr.
Race.
Hatching of Pacific humpback sal
mon from fry brought across
the
continent was first tried at Green
lake two years ago, and the experi
ment lias proven a decided success,
as the fish are reported from the Pe
nobscot river, Dennys river and other
places- along the coast.
Humpback
salmon are prolific, hardy a good
food fish, and will prove an impor- .
tant addition to the fisheries' of
Maine.
Humpback salmon fingerlings have been distributed in St.
Croix river, Dennys river, Pleasant
river, Union, Penobscot, Androscogr
gin, DaanairiseO'tta, Pedomack add St.
George rivers.
TROUT

HATCHING OF 25,000,000
FISH STARTS AT GREEN LAKE
United States Hatchery There is Largest in
Maine and Not Surpassed by Any Fresh
Water Hatchery in This C ountrySomething About Its Work.
The following interesting article is j present summer weather
causing
taken from the Bangor Commercial o this.
Additions to the hatchery' are
September 28, and it is through the now being made which will increase
courtesy of that company that
we i the output about 2,500,000 fry.
are able to publish the cuts in oonFew Main© people Who have not
Lection with the article:
visited the hatchery realize what an
The United States Fish. Hatchery extensive establishment is located on
at Green Lake, the largest hatchery this lake, one of the prettiest in the
in the state of Maine, and as large state upon which Nature lavished
as any fresh water fish hatchery in nearty 1500 ponds and lakes.
The
tlie United States, will shortly com Green Lake hatchery site comprises
mence Its season’s work of propagat-j u0 less than 825 acres of woodland,
ikg 25,000,000 fish fry, commencing Iwith dam privileges, collection statearly in October. The season will ions established and projected in vanopen a little later than usual this [ p)UlS parts of the state, ten buildings
year on account of the water being large and small, two artificial ponds
slightly warmer than ordinary, the with a combined capacity’' of 22,000,-> .
_________________ ________ j 000 gallons, and a waterway, partly a

trays, with openings in the wires
just large enough to let the little
fish escape when they are able to
wiggle and swim off.
The time >f
hatching is dependent upon the tem
perature of the water to a Large ex
tent.
For every degree of tempera
ture less than 52 degrees, it takes

lake, net more than 3,500 fish in all
Lave been taken from the lake for
breeding purposes, which would indi
cate that the hatchery has not been
denuding the lake-of its fish supply.
Just' why the fish planted in the Lake

TIHK TABLE
In Effect, September 26, 1915.

RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M,
and leaves at 7,30 A. M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves at 1.00 P. M. for
Farmington and arrives at 6,16 P. M.
KINGFIELD Passenger Train leaves for Bigelow
at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington at
12.40 P. M.
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M.
and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
BIGELOW Passenger Train leaves for Farmington at 10.50 A. M. and arrives at 7.28 P. M. A r
rives from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and 7.28 P. M.
and leaves for Kingfield at 10.50 A. M. and 7.35
P. M.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.50 A.
M. Phillips 12.25 P. M. Strong 12.47 P. M..
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning
'®«ye Farmington at L50 P. M. Strong 2.22 P. M.
Phillips, 2.45 P. M., arriving at Rangeley at 4.25
P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen'l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

THE

FLY

“ You will observe when casting the
wet fly . . . that trout seldom ris© to
j the fly when it first strikes the
|water . . . after years of experience
V HERE THE SUPERINTENDENT DIVES
Government Provides Fine Quarters for the Fisheries Official—On Com 11 am prepared to state as my opinion
|that such a thing does not happen
manding Site at Lake
Ionce in thirty casts.’'—Charles Zibeon Southard:
“ Trout Fly-Fishing
every hour in tine day.
! made that Green lake has not been in America.”
The water flows 'direct to the helped by the hatchery as much as
This has not been my experience
hatchery building, alfiv to two large other lakes, but in answer to tins, with fontinalis in the streams and
reservoirs or settling panda, 200 by Mr. Race states that during this 20 ponds of Long Island, and the nioun150 feet, -holding 11,000,000 . gallons j years that lie lias been at Green Itain brooks of Penn sly vania, where
each.
Here fish aire grown to ma- j
turity after being hat eked.
In the j
rear of the hatchery,, there are 14
small cement ponds for experimental
purposes, and 107 troughs for rear-1
i;g , also 30 troughs north nf the j
hatchery.
For the fiscal year ending. June 30 ;
last, the output of the hatchery ex
ceeded 25,000,000 fish. including al
most every variety of fresh
water i
food fish in the state of Maine, land- |
locked salmon, brook trout, humpbao j
salmon, smelts, lake trout, rainbow j
f o n t and Pacific humpback salmon.
Most of the eggs are stripped from
salmon collected in Green lake, Gran
lake stream in Was!Jingtcn county,
when© a collecting station is main
tained under the supervision of the
Green lake hatchery, while the brook
trout fry are obtained in Massachus
etts and Pennsylvania. Arrangements
have been made fer establishing a
collecting station for landlocked sal
WATER COMING AT THE RATL oF 3,800 GALLONS A
MINUTE
mon at Fish river lake.
Outlet
From
Rocky
Pond,
7,
600
Feet
Away
Into
Settling
Pond,
Where
After the eggs are stripped from
Fish Are Grown to Iftaturi ty After Being Hatched.
the fish, they are placed on wire

SANDY RIVER & RANGELHY
LAKES RAILROAD
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
6.15 P.M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M
and from Hangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
P.M.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at
1LOOA. M.
STRONG Passenger Trains leave fo r Farmington i
at 6.23 A. M. and 1.87 P. M. For Phillips at 12.37
P. M.. and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M.
and for Bigelow at 5.60 P .M . Passenger trains
arrive from Farmington at 12-37 P. M. and 5.47
P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45* A . M.
and from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave forF arm in gtonat6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
6.16 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.
M„ Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
ington at 2.15 P. M.
*

T A K IN G

many of my trout took the fly almost
before it touched the water. I have
seen trout catch large live flies in
the air a few inches over the surface.
I think large trout in clear, stall
ponds easily see the cast fly before
it alights.
The trout in rapid
streams may not be so alert, but I
have certainly caught many a speci
men on the fly tine instant tfhe lure
touched the water.—Charles Bradford
in Sportsmen’s Review'.
PHEASANT SHOOTING.

SUPT. EDWARD E. RACE,
Who Has Been Connected With
Green Lake Hatchery for 20
Years.
brook and partly a flume, which car
ries water over 7,000 feet, and a
corps of employees numbering experts
in this science.
Twenty-three years ago the hatch
ery was established at Green Lake,
on a farm that is said to have been
cleared for 100 years.
For 20 years
the present superintendent, Edward
E. Race, has been in charge. From
small beginnings, the plant has
grown until it now comprises tine fol
lowing buildings:
Residence of sup
erintendent, a handsome
structure

FISH ARE HATCH klu IN .1’ IMS BUILDING.
Has a Capacity of 25,000,00.0 Fish a Year and is Being Enlarged
Pres lent.
four and a half days longer to hatch
tbe fish.
The temperature of the
water at Green Lake averages 33%
degrees during this hatching season
and the tiin© required for hatchling
salmon fry is approximately
162%
days.
Speed in hatching them is
not always; desirable, as it is found
that the nearer tlhe water is to nat
ural conditions, the hardier the fish,
and warm water fish are liable to bo
weak and faulty.
During the past 23 years, hundred®

at

are not caught more by the fisberme
is a problem that cannot easily . be
answered, buit Mr. Race believes that
R the tributaries to Green lake were
kept closed for several years
and;
the law enforced, fishermen would
find Green lake the best fishing re
sort in the state.
It is his belief
that the tributaries are heavily fish
ed, the young fish, thus being killed
off before they enter the lake.
Suipit. Race is an able and con
scientious official, who is always Will

The best thing about the law per
mitting tli© shooting of pheasants—
about as tame as liens—in the coun
ties of Barnstable, Berkshire, Essex,
Hampden, Middlesex, and Norfolk
from October 12 to November 12,
|both dates inclusive, is the limita
tion of two birds in one day, or six
in on© season, to any one person,
the killing to be reported in writing
to tlie commissioners within 24 hours,
with a statement showing tlie day,
the town and the number and sex of
tbe birds killed.—Boston Globe.-

PALM ER ENGINES A N D
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

SYLVAN LAK E
As good as it sounds, with camps of
all kinds and sizes. Ten ponds within
10 miles. Salmon, togue, perch and
trout.
Excellent hunting.
Guides
furnished. Write for terms to
F. G. H AYDEN ,
R. F. D. 1,
Abbot Village, Me.

MAINE

4
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' Reports from
Miis© Elsie Badger
cently.'
At the 'School of Instruction of the state that l.ier condition is improved.
Eastern Scar which will be held in She was in the Maine General liospiISSUED WEEKLY
Rumt'ord next Tuesday by the Grand tat at Portland for treatment ot
i
____________
Matron, Mrs. Lillian Paine of Far stomach trouble but was able to
W .
Mrs. Harriet Sanborn of E(a®t Wil mington, Miss Eillir.a Byron of Sher leave the hospital last Friday.
Dr.
and
Mirs.
E.
C.
Higgins
are
in
Phillips, Maine_______ _
George Carpenter visited in Con.
Portland this week where they will ton has been the guest of bier aunt, burne Chapter, Phillips, will act as
Mrs, Lovina Taylor for the past few grand associate condructress.
The nectieut recently.
L. B. BRACKETT,
attend the Music Festival,
%
Business Manager
The Rev. Leonard Hutchins of East
officers for this event are
chosen
Miss Elzie Oldham of Farmington weeks.
James Spencer has returned from fi-oim the different chapters and as New Portland whose obituary appears
is in Boston on a visit with Miss
OUXING EDITION
huany
a vacation passed in Starks
and M.ns. O. H. Hersey, "worthy matron i*i another column was for
pa ir e s .......... ................................. 11.00 per year Mabel Starbird and other friends.
years
a
valued
correspondent
ot
Madison.
Hollis
Holt
substituted
for
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Field,
associate
ccnLOCAL EDITION
A stated. meeting of
Sherburne
Maine druetress of Sherburne chapter were j Maine Woods.
t£ and 16 pas® *................................. $l.5C per year Chapter, O. B. 6 ., was held in Mas him as night operator at the
Canadian. Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
unable to attend in this capacity i
onic hall, last evening.
At the close Telephone and Telegraph office.
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Mis© Byron was appointed and the M E T H O D IS T EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Mrs.
Helen
Smith,
who
has
pass
cf the meeting the committee, Mrs.
t>cents extra.
J. Blaine Morrison, Mrs.
Glidden ed some time with, her son, Chester chapter can consider it quite rm
Kntered as second class matter. January ZL Parker and Miss Miriam
Brackett Higlit and family will pass the wint honor to be represented at this time. |
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
(W9, at m e postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
er with her grandson, Phillip Pres
Tlhiepe wall be union services
at |
served
coff.ee
and
cake.
Dbe Act ot March 3. 1879.
E\v,ry evening this week union
the Methodist church Sunday mora
Mrs, Cora Cushman, who has been cott in Somerville, Mass.
evangeilistile services by Rev. Felon
Tan Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire in Rangeley the past summer has re
GHidden Parker and Bl'wiu Webber ine and evening but the Sunday Powell, Evangelist, Frank C. Smith,
state ait Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, CampUnion
had
their usual good luck Monday school, wijlfl convene at the
j
smger, at 7.30.
nar and Outing news, and the Franklin county turned to her home in Phillips.
church at 12.10 the same as usual.
and
secured
a
.
fine
doe
at
Long
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Voter are
oaally.
Sunday, October 17.—Union serTl)e animal when dressed
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish visiting their son, Earle and family Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Landers cf v ces.
Morning worship, 10.45. Ser
and gam* photographs from its readers.
weighed about 150 pounds.
Strong were in -town
Wednesday. mon by Rev. Felix P o w e l l Sunday
When ordering the address ot vour paper in Massachusetts.
Miss Belle Adams of Dryden
is Mr?. Landers reports that her little school, 12.
hanged, please give the old as well as new
Evening service, 7.30,
Mr. and Mil’s. Leon Wilbur have
grandson, Milliford Beal started
in. led by Rev. Felix Powell, Evangelist,
d dress.
the
guest
of
Mis®
Bessie
Crowell
moved into the rent over Batch eld
this week.
Miss Adams is secretary school this year for the first time Frank C. Smith, singer.
T H U R S D A Y , OC TO BER .4, 1915. er’s Bakery.
of the Franklin
County
Sunday and has been a tegular attendant
The 1913 Club will be entertained
has
School Association in place of Mrs. for thie six weeks that school
by Mrs. J. E. Noble this week
at
Makepeace of Farmington who
re been keeping, although he lias to
her home on the Mile Square.
walk about a miTe to the sclioolhous^
sign ed last year,
Mrs. D. T. Hamden and two child
Mr. and Mrs. Ortho Ross
have He could ride if he wanted to but he
ren were in Portland a few days last begun housekeeping in Fred
Ross’ ’ s a pretty independent little chap
week.
and prefers to walk.
house.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins delivered a
J. M. Doyen and party of Mexico
Mrs. Charles Hinkley of
Sandy^ Tubing for children’s, boys’ and
The Petitioners Do Not Ask or remarkably fine sermon last Sunday returned recently from several days’ River plantation can be considered men’©
stockings, 35, 40 and 45 cents
morning at the Union church. Good hunting trip in the Dead River re quite a sportswoman, even if she
Want Anything But Fair
a yard, made from Caribou yarn, at
music was furnished by the follow gion.
doesn’t shoulder bier rifle very often. C. M. Hoyt’s.
Deal.
ing chorus:
Messrs. N. P. Noble,
Mrs. Fred Daggett of Strong is the She can surely bring down the game
Leader, Frank Davisi, Hollis Holt, guest of Mrs. Frank Hcdgman this when it happens around as she prov
You can now find nice butter at
Emma week.
In every controversy tihe motives Mrs. Frank Davis, Misses
ed one morning recently when she Tootbaker’s whenever you call for
Marjorie
Dexter Tootlhaker 1as bought the secured a fine doe.
and intentions of one side are apt to Russell, Gertrude Grant,
She w’as look it.
b,e misunderstood by the other side. Cutler, Shirley Holt, Emma Davem house known a,s the Congregational ing out of doors when she
saw a
There is usually some merit in the port, Cora Wheeler, Gertrude Still parsonage of M.r. John Teague, who deer at the edge of the woods quite
Heavy wool sweaters at D. F.
claims of both: sides when their posi man, Wilhelmina Schofield, with Miss recently purchased it. E. H. Whit near the house and loading her rifle Hoyt’s.
tions are fairly presented.
But it Kathleen Noble accompanist.
ney .will vacate the rent now occup she shot the deer from the kitchen
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison
Hamden ied by him pear the International window’.
is too often thi© case that partisan
Flashlight© and batteries, all sizes
zeal on one side misrepresents and and son Nelson, motored from. Bel mill amd go to live with Mr. Toothy
Some time in November Grand and styles at Parker’s.
Mr. Tootlhaker is on a visit Matron Mir©. Lillian Paine wall visit
mis-states the position of the othejr grade Sunday, accompanied by Mrs. aker.
side.
In the matter of the petition Lester Hardy, who had been on a to ’ s brother in Illinois and may be Sherburne Chapter, No. 117 O. E.
Rollins & Bean are doing a large
Mrs. Hamden’s mother, absent for several wreeks.
that was presented recently to the visit there.
After S., for the purpose of inspection. amount of repair work at their gar
returned home Mr. Whitney vacates his rent, Mr.
Public Utilities Commission
asking Mrs. Hiram Hardy
Mrs. C. E. Parker and Mrs. C. F. age at the upper village.
for am all night service, the petition with them on Monday.
and Mrs. Ernest Page will occupy it. Chandler have been appointed a
Mrs.
Emma
Shepard
’went
to
Far
ers were entirely within their rights.
The Indian summer days aTe with committee to have charge of the en
A. G. Cronkhfihe says if it isu’t an
Stories, however, were circulated tha mington Monday noon to spend the us and this week they have been tertainment for that evening with: the Ansico it isn’t the best.
this was simply an attempt to week with Miss Mablg Austin. She glorious ones.
privilege of choosing helpers.
“ crowd” the Electric Light Company will go on to Lewist.cn where she
Aruna Berry has moved his fam
The evenings are lengthening and
Mrs. D. F. Field took Mrs. G. H.
and that the majority of the people will visit her daughter, Mrs. S. E. ily to Farmington where he will be
Hamlin and Mrs. Mary Field on an you will, enjoy one of those Bdieoa I
Austin
for
two
cr
three
weeks.
were not in favor of it anyway.
employed in the repair shop of the
M.r, and Mrs. Charles Elrnst and Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes rail auto trip to Farmington Wednesday. Phonographs that Chandler & Son
The evidence that a large ma.jo.rity
Large line of records
The Farmington Chronicle
says: Inave for stale.
are dmfavor of it is pretty conclusive. children of Strong were the guests road.
to select from also.
of
Mrs.
Ernst’s
parents,
Mr.
and
“
Charles
A,
Berry
of
Phillips
has
Go back to the time when the last con
Last Sunday was observed as “ GoAlonzo
tract was made with, the Electric Ligl Q Mrs. Walter Kennedy last week for to-Cburch Sunday” in this comm unity rented the house of Mrs.
A large assortment of ladies’, child
and
Co. five years ago. At the annual a few days.
and the services were very largely Sylvester on Quebec street
ren’s
and masse©-’ coats to
select
Mrs. L. B. Costello and children, attended.
and
meeting which was largely attended,
The special music at the j moved hi© father and mother
from at the stone of Sedgeley & 0o.
Louise
and
Russell,
were
the
guests
two
children
into
it.
This
house
it was voted to have an all niglit
Methodist church in the morning c o n 
service, amd when the company re of the former’s mot! e,r, Mrs. BMa sisted of a vocal solo by
Bernard has been new’ly painted imuide and
Sob.ocl supplies are handy for the
fused to grant it, it was voted not to Brackett and grandfather, Mr. O'bed Beedy and a trombone solo by Mr. out and is now in most excellent children at Ratodhelder’s Bakery. Also
make a contract.
Later the repres Russell.
Fred Moulton, principal of the Gram condition.”
the confectionery.
Mrs. Mary F'ield, Miss Georgine Wil mar school, both of which were very
Rev. M. S. Hutchins attended the
entatives of the' Light Company can
bur
and
Mr.
Fred
Moulton,
principal
funeral of Rev. Leonard Hutchins at
vassed the Corporation and had a
highly appreciated.
George Bean has added hi© line
special meeting called.
The result of the Grammar school attended the
The union
evangelistic services East New Portland.
of meat® this week.
A pleasing program was presented
of the vote was the same as at the Franklin County Sunday School As whj|Oh began in the Methodist church
sociation last week in Strong. Mrs. last Tuesday are being very largely at the meeting of Hope
Rabekah
annual meeting.
Those Perfection
Smokeless® Oil
After enough special
meetings F^eld was the guest of Mrs. P. II. attended, there being over 200 at tihe Lodge last week, in the form of a Heaters >ne just the tbdng to have In
Stubbs.
were called to tire the people out an
service last evening when Mr. Pow vaudeville, “Thi® is the House That your home. Han be easily moved
Harold Reedy, linotype operator in ell gave a very forceful address on Jack Built.”
After the program
in view of the fact that the Light
from room to room and furnish good
Company said, “ Take what we offer this office was in Portland Saturday prayer.
These services are increas games w.ere enjoyed and refreshment heat.
io
consult
Dr.
D.
J.
Clough,
the
ocsalads, sandwiches,
assorted
or go witliout,” a vote, was finally
ing in interest and attendance and of
He returned on the Sunday Phillips is being stirred as it has not cake, doughnuts and coffee
were
passed at a small special meeting cuilist.
H.
W. True has a second hand
to make a contract for midnight ser train.
been for years.
Mr. Smith is sling served by the committee, Mrs. C. Ford oar in good condition for sale.
Hope Rebekah Lodge will hold a ing the gospel as forcibly as Mr. B. Sweetser, Mrs. N. E. Wei 1© and
vice.
Again when the matter came
The enterup this year at the regular annual sale of food and fancy articles at the Powell is preaching j.t. Thtese ser Mrs. G. B. “Dennison.
The Phillips Motor Company will
and vices will! continue for several weeks taiaiment committee were Mrs. B. B.
meeting, when such matters should Grange hall cn the afternoon
put
your machine® in good repaiT tor
Currier, Mrs. Frank Davis and Miss
com© up and when by our charter evening of October 23 In the even and much good is expected.
next season.
*
ing
there
will
be
whist
and
dancing.
In two weeks the
as it now stands they iniust come up,
Mrs. Evelyn Woods and tw’o child Shirley Holt.
Misses Evelyn Calden and Merta ren of Kittery are the guests of Mrs. gentlemen will furnish the entertain
the vote for all nighit service was
CAR D OF T H A N K S .
unanimous.
Does the history of the Do.e have gone1 to Brockton, Mass.-, Charles Hammons.
Mrs. W ords was ment and sup,per and the committee
to
work
in
the
shoe
shop.
past five years show that the major
Linwood
formerly Mi:ss Brown and taught on are Messrs. Hollis Holt,
We wish to express our sincere
ity of the people are, or are not,
Beal and Frank Davis for the enter
the Mile Square.
thanks to all who in any way assist
in favor of all nighit service?
Daven
The remains of Mrs. Martilia Hoyt tainment and Messrs. Fred
such' extended service would produce
ed during the illness and death of
Now in regard to the statement
port,
Chester
Allien
and
Cheney
Park
Walker,
who
passed
away
in
Alberenough: revenue to make it feasible,
our dear husband and father. Also
that the petitioners were trying to
the Commission will ord.gr such, ser son, W. Va., October 7, were brought er for tike refreshments.
for the beautiful floral offerings.
unfairly “ crowd” the Electric Light
A. W. McLeary is using hi© new
vice.
There was no way to find to Phillips cn, the Sunday train and
Mrs. Flora A. Starbiird,
Company.
In. the beginning, it may
out except through an appeal to the funeral services were held at the Ford runabout very conveniently as a
Raymond A. Starbird.
be well to say a word about the dif
commission and there was nothing Methodist church in the afternoon, truck in handling the expires®, 1av- Strong, Me., October 12, 1915.
ference between a public utility and
unfair in miaking such an appeal, nor the pastor, Miss Bessie F. Crowell, ing added a rack.
a private business concern. We have
James Spencer is assisting E. H.
does it show any disposition to officiating and Charles F. Chandler
Lacrosse an Indian Game.
often heard it said on the streets
Whitney
in bis drug site,re. Mr. Mc
conducting
the
services.
Mrs.
Walker
“ crowd” anybody.
If the Electric
The game of lacrosse is of American
that the Light Company had a per
Carty
recently
employed
there
has
Light Company as they claim are not was the widow of the late Mark
origin and was introduced by Canadian
fect right to charge what they saw
Indians
making any money and are unable to Walker, who passed away about, returned to hii© home in Portland.
fit for iiglits and if we did not want
Interment was
furnish the service asked for, why are twenty years ago.
them, let them alone.
That would
they not willing to show’ it up before made in Evergreen cemetery. Mrs. j
be all right in case of your grocer.
the commission, instead of circulating Walker was nearly 91 years old.
If he charged too miuob for flour, let
petitions asking for the hearing to be The remains were accompanied by
it along and go to the next grocer
her son, L. R. Walker.
Mr.
and
stopped ?
The Mil and winter samples have arrived. Before
and buy it.
But your light company
Mrs.
Walker
were
former
residents
<i,
One cf the Petitioners.
is a monopoly, and the law allows no
you
place your order fo r a suit com e in and see what I
this section.
one to come in in competition, but
The ladies of the Social
Service ; can do for you.
A pure all wool w orsted suit cut to your
tl >e present law does provide for regu
Club held a very successful
food ;
individual
measure
and a perfect fit guaranteed for
lation of the rates charged and the
sale Last. Saturday afternoon at the
service given and provides a com
Parish House and added $8 to their
mission to wihom tlhg people may ap
treasury.
The ladies serving on, this
peal.
|
With the lustre of the real pearl. committee were Mrs. Flora Dennison,
AT
That is just what has been dene
Mrs. George True and Mrs. M. S.
>n PlhliJilipsi. The petitioners-do not
Kelley.
ask and do not want anything but a
Mrs. S. G. Haley can drive
her
fair deal.
If the income of
the
car and shoot partridges at the same
Light Company is not sufficient to
Magazines not in stock will be ordered promptly.
time.
Car a trip out Wednesday aPrices $1.25 to $5.00.
warrant an all night service,
the
lcne she got a bird and did not g e ‘ Subscriptions fo r the Boston papers fo r the m onth or
Commission will not order it
and
These beads are indestruct- out of the car.
year.
the petitioners will be satisfied. If, able, will not break.
W.e understand th a t Floyd HoOlt cf
on the other hand it is sufficient or if
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.
Dixfield got a deer in Roxbury re

MAINE WOODS
I.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

B ra c k e tt C o .

NO ATTEMPT TO
“ CROWD” THE CO.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

FALL SUITS

PANAMA-PACIFIC
P E A R L BEADS

A. G. CRONKHITE’S,

$ 11.4 0

HENRY T R U E S

MAINE

CLASSIFIED
0 n« cent it word in advance. No headline or
»tber display. Subjects in a. b. c, order
f O R SALE OR EXCHANGE— Young,
lound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
und light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
Phillips, Me.

PROGRAM OF S.
S. ASSOCIATION
“ A Trip to London” by Rev. John
'
Dunstan.

(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, October 13.— Mrs. Florence
FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Jackson of Auburn lias returned to
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
her home after spending a week with
her
daughter, Mrs. A. C. Robbing.
I caught 6 foxes in one trap in
one night, another 5 muskrat, anoth Mrs. Hammond Richardson has reer 7 skunks.
Stamp for particulars. ently returned from a few weeks’
Daisy
E. L. Bowman, West Falmouth, Mass visit with her sister, Mrs.
Farrer at Barberton, Ohio.
E. F. Look of Bu-stis spent a few
FOR SALEi—Pair of gray
horses
days
in town recently the guesit of
weighing about 3X000, fine Workers.
his brother, F. W. Look and famiidty.
G. F. Beal, Phillips, Maine.
While here h.e received medical
WANTED— Property for commercial treatment from Dr. C. W. Beil.
fish hatchery.
Send full description
Miss Wilma Dodge o-f Farmington
of any property with water yon think spent Sunday with her parents, Mr.
suitable.
Wright Company, 71 West and Mrs. Benjamin Dodge.
23, New Ycrk.
Miss Hattie Smith, teacher of the
Grammar school, was quite ill
for
GRAND BALL—AT the Grange ball1,
several days last week.
Madrid on Friday evening, October
22. Music, O. K. orchestra of KingThe
Franklin
County
Sunday
field.
Tthe grand march will be at
School Convention was held in the
8.30.
Supper.
Methodist church Friday
afternoon
and
evening
and
Saturday
forenoon.
All around woman cook wants posit
The
following
program
was
enjoyed:
ion for winter.
Can furnish, best of
references.
Would go itn woods. A. Devotional service, Rev. J. R. Clif
ford; address of welcome, Rev. John
14. F., Spring Lake, Me.
Dunstan; response, President, O. R.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small Rowe; preliminary business; report
Miss
pigs and silloats.
B. F. Beal, Phil of Secretary and Treasurer,
P>elhe Adams; elementary work, Miss
lips, Me.
Sarah M. Storey; admit, Rev. J. J.
Hull. •

WO O D S ,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, OCT OBER

REV. LEONARD H U T C H IN S
In tb© death of Rev. Leonard
Hutchins which occurred at his home
in East New Portland on • Saturday,
October 9th, the Free Baptist minis
try of Maine loses one of its oldest
and most respected
members, and
Somerset county loses a missionary
pastor whose influence for good bias
been and is incalculable.
Mir. Hutchins was born April 20,
1828, the son cf Hollis and Olive
(Parker) Hutchins of New Portland
and Highland, and wias the last sur
viving grandchild of David Hutchins,
who came up into the then unex
plored wilderness of the-Carrabaaset,
where, in 1783, he became th,© first
white settler of What is now New
Portland.
His maternal grandfather
Parker, a Revolutionary veteran, set
tled soon afterward on th© adjoining
farm.
When a lad of fifteen, at a time
when there wias no especial revival
interest, Leonard Hutchins arose at
a neighborhood prayer meeting and
expressed his purpose to live a life
of discipiesihjp to Christ.

14, 1915.

MADRID
Oict. 13.
Rev. Chas. Harbutt of Portland
preached at Madrid village last Sun
day.
His sermon on the “ Meaning
of the Christian Church,” was very
ably presented and listened to with
marked attention.
Rev. M. S. Hutchins was present
at th© Sunday school at Madrid
village October 10th and gave a very
pleasing talk to the children.
Judson Alward and son, Frank of
Kin -field are at work sawing pulp
for Clhas. E. Moore on the Weymouth
farm.
Mrs. Sarah Clark has been quite
ill, but at this writing is reported
improving. *
Raymdnd, the little son of Archie
Lufkin is very ill.
Mrs. Harrison Moore’s health is
very poor.
She do-s© not improve
sc fast as her friends would wish.
A special town meeting was held
Tuesday, October 12-th at
Stowers
school-house, Madrid, for the purpose
of raising sufficient funds to com
plete Reed’s Mill bridge.
We are glad to be able to- report
that Lloyd Moore, the young son of
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. -Moore is
steadily improving in health.

&

Mr. and M-rs. Floyd Stubbs liave
returned to Dixfield after visiting has
father, Will Stubbs for a week.
M-r-s. Edison Sylvester has returned
home from Anson, where she visited
her parents, Mr. and Mr-s. Rand.
M-r-s. A-lipihie-u-s Ram-say and two child
ren of Prin-c© Edwards Island
are
boarding at The Sargent; her hus
band works at Alder stream.
Clinton Henderson recently shot a
wild cat that weighed about 20 lbs-.
Herbert Davis of Worcester went
to Tee Ptond Camps and stayed a
few days recently.
Clinton Meader i-s working for Mr.
Maloney on Bustis Ridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Robertson
hav© returned home from Ma-ssa-chiu-s-etts where they visite-d relatives.
There wia-s q-uite a reunion at Mrs.
E. A. Gordon’s Sunday, October 10,
when 14 sat do-wn to dinner, which
Mrs. Gordon cooked herself. Follow
ing are the names of those present:
M-r. and Mrs. Truman
No-ttage of
Massachusetts-, Mrs-. Ardelia Barnes-,
Mrs-. Ida Brown and little son o-f
Portland, Mrs. Will Blake' of Port
land, Fred Hutchins, Cecil Blanchard
and wife and child and F. L. Gor
don and wife of Straiten, and Mrs.
Gordon and Will Stubbs. Fred Hutch
ins took their pictures down by the
old blacksmith shop where CharlesGordon used to blacksmith.

He very socn became deeply intfrestd in. Christian work and, while
yet in his ’teens, he organized and
successfully superintended
Sunday
schools and led prayer meetings. He
was preaching almost before he was
aware of it, in a few more years he
EUSTIS
was licensed, and on September 21,
MAPS OF M AINE
1856 he was ordained.
Oct. 11.
RESORTS A N D ROADS
After preaching several years in
Mrs.
Harry
Pierce
and
h-er
help
Somerset and Franklin counties, he
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
became increasingly dissatisfied with came out from King & Bartlett one for maps of the fishing regions of the
REED’ S MILL.
his educational equipment and went day th-e pas-t week an-d have returned state, etc. W e can furnish the follow
FRIDAY EVENING
ing maps:
to Bangor where he attended
the to Farmington.
Franklin County
$ .50
Oct. 12.
Praise service, Rev. John Dunstan;
Mr.
Potter
of
King
field
has
moved
Theological Seminary.
Somerset County
.50
There were 25 present at the Convention offering; address, Rev. J.
his family into the so-called Pease Oxford County
.50
Hri
was
later
employed
for
many
social meeting and Sunday
school Vf. Anters; address, Rev. J. J. Hull.
.50
-house in the down-stairs rent. Mr. Piscataquis County
years in missionary work under the Potter is Dogging at Alder stream.
Aroostook County
.50
last Sunday.
We enjoyed a very
S A T U R D A Y MORNING
Washington County
.50
direction of Anson Quarterly Meet
good meeting and the Sunday school
-Mrs. Mae Barnes of Flagstaff is Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
ing
and
the
Main©
State
Missionary
was unusually interesting.
Devotional services, Rev. H. A.
Geological map of Maine
.k5
working for Mrs. George Bryant.
In recent years he has
. 35
A-ndpew Douglass and son, Will of R. R. map of Maine
Miss Marion Sargent was a week Chii'ds; business, electicn of officers; Society.
Androscoggin County
.35
end guest at F. H. Hathaway's and “ The ’Teen Age,” Rev. J. M. Art- been the clerk and treasurer of An Madrid were in. town one day the Cumberland County
.36
son
Quarterly
Meeting
and
a
trus
attended church and Sunday school. ers; “ The Value of Organization,”
past week.
Hancock County
.50
Institute of
.36
Several from this place attended Mr. Wesley J. W eir; open parlia tee of Main© Central
George Ricker has returned home Kennebec County
.35
In the years before he from Big Island, where he has been Knox County
the services at Madrid village Sun ment, Mr. Wesley J. Weir; closing Pittsfield.
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
was engaged in county missionary guiding nearly all summer.
business; adjournment.
day.
Penobscot County
. 5o
work he held pastorates in Salem,
.35
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Carver
are Waldo County
Remember the services in
the
,3E
Mrs. Gladys Ponter and daughter, West Freeman and Avon, Garland, keeping house in Sylvester Brothersi’ York County
church next Sunday at 10.30 a. m.
Lexington and Second New Portland. rent over the store.
Miss Leathers wHl be with us on Vivian of Farmington Falls spent a
J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
His funeral was held Tuesday, the
few
days
in
town
the
guest
of
her
Mrs. Annie Smart has
returned
tb * date.
sister, Mrs. Dan Leighton-.
They 12th, in the church at Bast New’ home from Farmington.
Phillips
Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Dunham, spent
j Portland, attended by Revs. S. C.
returned home Tuesday.
several days in Farmington recently
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bradford, Whitcomb of Bangor and C. G. Mos
the guests of Mrs. Dunham’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Look and Clar her of Augusta, assisted by Revs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. CarvO.
ence Tash were in New Vineyard Henry Hathaway of Clinton and Gar
Mrs. Sarah Pomeroy, who ha® been
diner Willis of the M. E. church of
Sunday afternoon.
v’siting friends in Livermore Falls,
It was indeed a
Rev. John Dunstan will deliver a North Anson.
Farmington, Jay and CHiestenviHe has
sweetly
beautiful
stervice that none
lecture in McLeary’s hall, Tuesday
returned to her home with her dauglc
evening, October 19.
Subject, “ A who were present can ever forget.
ter, Mrs. F. H. Hathaway.
Mr. Hutchins, was a man of quiet,
Trip to London.”
Admission
20
The Ladies’ Circle will meet with
cents.
The proceeds are to buy- kindly dignity, whose semuons were
Mrs. Lydia, Dunham on October 20th
new singing books for the church. logical and were warmed by the ferfor an a!Q-day session.
It is hoped
It is hoped a large a/udienr© will be j VOr and love of the Gospel he prothere will be a good attendance.
present,
claimed, yet has daily life was so good
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Hathaway were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Williams and true that it was ever has most
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. P. o f New Vineyard were in town last convincing sermon,
Walker in West Freeman.
Conducts a first class job printing department
His wife and faithful helpmate, will
week and attended the Sun.day school
was
Mi-ss
Abhi©
Chapman,
survives
Convention.
They also called
on
Argentines Fond of Beer,
him.
Married April 13, 1851, their
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
Argentina’s breweries annually pro- tr!’en sIrene, little daughter of M-r. and home life of over sixty-four years
duce enough beer to give two and a
half gallons to each resident of that M-ns. Barle Kingsley, has been ill was of a mutual loyalty and ^evotion
country.
recently, suffering from a s-ore
itn. that iis very rarely equalled.
And now in her age and sorrow,
her ear.
Have No Time for Cynics.
Mrs. W. P. Watson of Klngfield is Mrs. Huitchiim-s has the sympathy and
Laugh at cynics: your well-earned a.t Dr. Bell’s hospital recowring from love of the hundreds of persons who
fame awaits vou.
hav© in the years past been helped
a surgical1 operation.
Charles- Turner and Frank S-impscn- by herself and her new translated hus
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED
band.
*
wer-t on a bifimtimg trip Tuesday.
Fox. Cub Bear, Skunk, Mink.
Hun-teirs s-eem to be plenty
but
8kR aecoon, Rabbits. O t t e r ,
Emotional Expression.
j Beaver, L ynx and others.
of our
I State sex, price and full des- gome scarce, a.t least, some
“ In all races of men,” says Darwin,
IJULcription first letter. W rite sportsmen flail to secure any.
“ the expression of good spirits seems
'if&us before either buying or
Mr. a,nd Mrs. W. A. Bradford, Mrs. to be the same, and it is easily recog
iss selling.
r
C. C. GARLAND,
Fred Look and sou, Bern-hard and nized.” And he adds that “ from the
'' "
B ox D 487,
Old Tow n. Me.
Mrs. C. V, Starb-ird took atn auitomo- natives of New Zealand to the highly
civilized Caucasian much the same
bile trip to Norridgewock Tuesday.
Dr. F. H. Badger of Wiin-thirop was forms of emotional .expression are to
in town Tuesday and spent the day be observed.”
at his cottage in. Salem.
He wia-s
Optimistic Thought.
accompanied home by his family who
FOR
No victory is obtained without suf
hav© spent a week there.
guns and
fering.
-Mrs. S. D. Gates- is in v-ery poor
F I S H - R O D S
We design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
-health.
. William F. Nye is the great
Mr. and Mrs. AlHiie- Jackman and
THE PLEASURE
est authority on refined oils in the
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
litt]© s-on, Carlton of Farmington weral'
Of an Occasional Trip to
world. H e was the first bottler; has in to-win last week calling on rela
tives.
PORTLAND
the largest business and NYOIL
dummies and prices on request.
M-r. and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs, accom
is the best oil he has ever made.
panied by Mr. an-d Mrs. Charles Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
NYOIL
Howard took an automobile trip to
HAS NO EQUAL.
Waterville or© day last week.
Several f-rem town attended
the Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
Beware of scented mixture© called
Home During Your Stay.
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
ta ir at Salem last Th-uinsday. It was
where a light oil is needed. It pre the first attempt at a fair, but all Positively the' Only First-Class Modern
House In the City, With All Conven
vents rust and give© perfect lubrica
reported a delightful time.
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
Rev. John Dunstan preached
an Water and Local and Long Distance
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rodv You will ©xce-’llen-t sermon last Sunday from Telephone in All Rooms.
nod it by far the best. Hardware and
Gal. 1-12 to a wieiU-filled house. Mr. Just a step from Monument Square
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Dunstan is a mo-s-t interesting speak Take
bottles (cheaper to buv) at 25 c. and
the "Jitn ey ” or Munjoy Hill car f.om
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
Union Stationer.
European
Plan Only, Fates SI.00 and up.
Mrs. Nelson Walker underwent a
W M F. N Y E ,
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
surgical operation at her home Wed
N W Bedford, Mass.
R. F. BIM M ELEIN.
nesday forenoon.
Her friends hope, H. E. TH U R STO N .
P roprietors.
for her rapid recovery.
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W h y not let us Help
you witH your
advertising;?

NEW CHASE HOUSE

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

M AINE

MAINE

PARTOOK OF A
GAME DINNER
Bird Shooting and Hunters Around
Norway

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, O C T O B E R
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BOOKS

ly attempted to go to the legislature
from hiiis town.
Wiirt Stanley over at Souibh Paris,
whenever lie can steal time
away
from printing goes hunting. He miss
es the old dog hut is getting some
”*.T h e following books arc endorsed
birds.—Norway Advertiser.
by leading publishers, hunters,

trap

pers and sportsmen in North America.

TAKE HOME A GOOD
LOAD OF GAME

It was at Twjin Island camp or
Summer Rest as it was known when
owned by the Hathaways. A beauti
ful spot with good surroundings and
now owned by Miss J. E. James of
Boston, who made a long stop here New Road to Camp Will be Finished
tills summer.
Miss James is now
Next Season
with, the Tiiiompson’s at Stark, N. H.
M. W. Sampson and John Freeman
(Special to Maine Woods.)
are building an ice house here and asj
Carry Pond, Maine, October 7—The
A. L. Cook and Moll had been suc
cessful in bagging a sufficient num fishing season is over and tlie fish
ber of partridge and woodcock and ermen have all returned home. Now,
catching some bass before the law we hear the crack of the hunters’
These camps will be kept
went on, a game dinner was in ord guns.
er, and we wore included among the open through tlie hunting season.
C. G. Doe of Boston and C. C.
invited.
F. R. Seavey of Beals Tavern was Kinsman of Comville, Maine, came
here also Toney Young and liow both to camp for two days’ fishing and
could leav.$ at the same time was a then to try their luck at game. Mr.
surprise to us.
Probably Mrs. Sea Doe and Mr. Kinsman have been com
vey and Paul took their place at the img here for many years and know
tne hunting grounds very well. They
.house.
Tom Blake took us up in liiis auto, started out October 1st and secured
not to have asked him to remain and one fine deer and on October 2nd
partake would have been impolite, so (they were gone from camp only afour
be got in and did full justice to the bout 30 minutes) they saw'
bears; the mother hear and three
good things.
They shot the old bear and
Cook, the barber, came by motor cubs.
The shots were plainly
boat with Roper attachment and ex one cub.When Doe
plained the game laws and the differ .heard from the camps.
ence between pointer and setter and Kinsman returned to camp the
dogs and did full justice to the birds question came up, “ Which one shot
Mr. Doe claimed he
lie and Moll had shot on the wing. the old bear?”
We came home with him and lie show shot it, also Mr. Kinsman thought he
After being questioned by
ed us what a Roper would do in the Ahot her.
Mr. Lane and guests, Mr. Kinsman
trolling season.
We had two kinds of pie, two owned ,up that lie was so excited that
kinds of binds and sliced onions for .he didn’t knew whether lie shot at
the breath, coffee and real cream, the large bear or the smaller one. So
shot
besides strong smelling cheese and it was decided that Mr. Doe
bass, doughnuts and white
raised the mother bear. Before their return
bread.
Plenty of it, and it was home they got a second deer Which
made them quite a good load of game
good.
A. H. Ladd and A. E. Ladd
of home.
Milton, Mass., and Boston., are here
Fred R. Brown, and L. H. Caswell
bird shooting.
The • sameness of were here for a few days’ hunting
name leads us to conclude they are aiid secured one buck deer. Harold
brothers.
They have two dogs and Beane was their guide.
some guns and an automobile and
Mr. Lane has had a very success
are bringing in game each day we-ath ful season, having . entertained about
er condition will permit.
300 guests, many of them making a
through the summer
Boh Seavey at whose house they long stay
sleep, has been out with them, but months.
somehow they can smell out a bird
Prof. W. H. Goodyear, wife
and
cover while passing along the road nurse of Brooklyn, N. «Y,, were here
and don’t need “ to be shown.”
about eight weeks and 6 eoupied
They run their car over a grey rooms in tlie main house, Mrs. Good
squirrel in the highway Monday even year being in veiry poor health, but
ing and killed it.
improved while here.
We hope she
Dr. Cook, the barber, is now hav will be able to he a guest, here next
ing Ills annual vacation and lias ex-, year.
perieneed some trouble in getting a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holding
of
suitable barber to carry on litis bus New York City left for their home
iness while absent from tlie shop. The September 30.
They were in camp
third barber is now working since about three months.
his vacation commenced.
There will not be any more hard
Cook has brought in the legal lim trips in reaching Carry Pond Camps
it several, times and he is assisted after July 1, 1916, as Mr. Lane will
this week by Prof. Clasison of Lisbon have liiis road completed by
that
Falls.
It will be remembered that Pane.
Already over two miles of it
Mr. Clas son at one time bad charge ii3 finished.
An
automobile could
of the Paris schools.
He now oper come over it very comfortably, but
ates a Dodge car and sells text Mr. Lane plains to put on a light,
books for a big publishing house and rubber tired buckboard another sum
on the side shoots birds and recent- mer.

T h e information they contain

is re

liable, having been gatheredj,from ac
tual expiences and successful

experi

ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered

by

these

works.
T h e se

books should

hands of every man
the

woods,

be

in the

who goes into

either for

pleasure

or

profit.

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

in a
praftical man
ner, the training,
handling, treatment,
breeds, etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:

D

e s c r ib e s

Part 1—Hunting Dorrs. Nig-ht Huntinar. The
Night Hunting Dog—Ilia Ancestry. Training
the H unting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels^ and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound, Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Pari 2—Breed
ing and Cate o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog. Care
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints. Ail|ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tongniers, Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line. Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound. The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers--Airedales, Scotch
Collies, House and W atch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table o f Technical
Terms.

FOX TRAPPING

A

BOOK of
instructions
tells how to trap,
s n a r e , poison
and shoot. A
valuable b o o k
for trappers. If
all the methods
as given in thisL,
had been stud
ied out by one
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.
man and he had
begun trapping
when Columbus
discovered
FUR FARMING
America, more
than four hun
BOOK of
dred years ago
information
he would not be
half completed. This hook is edited by A. about fur-bearing
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra animals, enclos
tions, and about 200 pag< s, is divided into ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and .Scents; 1 th e recognized
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent; authority on f u r
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow | ra isin g — n o %y in |f
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire fourth edition—
and Twine Snare; Snare. Shooting, Poison; written from in
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods: formation .^ecur-|,
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old ed from reliable I j
mctuQ- j '
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey sources, includ-**
overn-i
nard Outwitted; Fox>Shooting; A Shrewd ing U. S. Gov
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; ment re p>o r t s.
Demand for furs
Steel Traps.
is increasing yearly while the supply
becoming less. Fur farming is a profitable
Price, postpaid, doth honnd, 6 0 cents.
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; ^ ch ap ters
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
as follows:
Supply and Demand. What Animals to
e s c r i  Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
b e s the Family,Box Trap Trapping. Fox Raising, Fox
f ur-b e a r i n g Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
animals, their Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
nature, habits ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
and distribu Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
t i on, w i t h Deer Farming.
practical
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
methods lor I
their capture, j
Contains 245 !
pages, size 5 j Land Cruising and Prospecting
x 7 inches,
S A v a 1u a'b 1e
with 40 illus
book for home
trations. The
steaders, hunters,
c h a p t e r on I
prospectors, guides
worth dollars to i
“ J ’ racks and Signs’’
etc. The writer.
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
pers. as the author shows drawings of the
an e x p e rie n c e .d
footprints of the various animals. The au
land surveyor, land
thor is personally acquainted with some of
cruiser and pros
the most expert trapper- in North America,
pector, in his intro
and has also followed the Indians over their
duction says: “ T q
trap lines, and in this way learned many
the men who folthings which to the while man are not gen
_ low the compass.
erally known.
The book contains t .venty-four chapters the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
as follows: The Trapper's Art; The Skunk; It is not intended for tlie ‘ Professor’ who
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The can tell you all about things after they are
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk- j done (by someon else).” Contains about
rat; The Fox; The \\ olf; The Bear; The 00 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; chapters as follows:
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
Rabbit; Tracks and Sigrts; Handling Furs; cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; MisI cellaneous Information; Points for HomeSteel Traps.
| steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for llees; Rations
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns 'Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
BOOK of in _ _
structions f o r m
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents.
trappers about theseW
a n d o t h e r home-iS.
made traps by A. R .E
MINK TRAPPING
Harding. This bo ok *
contains 232 pages,?,
BOOK
of in
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
struction, giv
and 84 drawings and'"
ing many methods
illustrations, printed .
of trapping. A val
on good heavy pa- jj
uable book for trap-j"
per. The most com
pers as it tells in a 1
plete book on how,®
plain way what you IS
to m a k e "home--;
want to know, that ^ I f
made” traps ever
is if you want to \ *
published. Building
catch mink.
This 1
deadfalls and con-jL
book is edited by!
structing snares, a s*1
explained in this book is of value to trap A. R. Harding, con
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, tains about 50 illus
rocks, etc., are to be bad for constructing. trations and nearly*
200 pages, and is
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead d i v i d e d into 20
falls; Otter Deadfalk'Martin Deadfall; Stone chapters as follows:
General Informa
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch; Trapper’s Method; F’.xperienced Trappers’
General information; Skinning and Stretch Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Market; Steel Traps.
Traps.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.
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Makes Cakes like This!
Ls

i\

Light, tender, m outh-m elting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
the birthday party.
W on d erfu l for pastry, too, and just as g ood
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther— a help in household econom y
— because it is milled by a special process
from O hio R ed W inter W heat.
Y our grocer will have it. G ood grocers like
to sen

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

O R D E R S TO

w illiam Tell Flour
Ma i n e .

0 1

T ' e l l s about the
Hudson Bay Company; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to Hi'::1
Avoid, etc., etc. The I 9 |
author (Martin 11unter) j.
was with the Hudson t v3a
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1S63 to j
1903 and the in formation is given from al- M r t ' _
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
Tlie Hud Ron'a Bay Company: The "Free Trader"
Outfitting Indiana, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Fortu and Pests, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Olficer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Huntintr Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Fox^s. Indian Mode ol- Hunting
Otter and Musauash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid. Anticosti and its’ Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver. The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs. Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping. A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Advemure. Wild Oxen, Ixmg Lake
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS
E S C R IB E S the
makes
nd tells how to use
fhem. Also chaptersn care of pelts, etc.
.’ his book contains
33 pages, 5 x 7 in.,
nd 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to F'asten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Trapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
“Stretching; Handling and Grading; F'rom
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.

1D 1 various

Price, postpaid, clotb bound 6 0 ceuts.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

T

H IS is one of thex 'y ,
~~ --y-ra;>::r
mo s t practical
books on woodcraft
GAMFVTRAIL !
ever written contain
METHODS I
ing valuable informa
---- -J
tion for all lovers of Ithe great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor
leral. It
contains 274 pages and <38 ill strations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pa k Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Fire rms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Khelters. Permanent Camps, Canoes :md Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, I oboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning F urs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
T H E most pracl
cal book on fis
ing ever publishe
F IS H N
H e author say
’**
“ For those who hat
caught them, as w<
as for those wl
never have.”
Th
book describes tt
fish, tells their habi
and HOW. W H E
and W H E R E 1
catch them; also tel
the K IN D of tack
used for each fis
Book contains 255 pages, more than ic
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the "Gentle A rt” ; Rod
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; F’lie
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tack
Boxes, FItc.; Bait Casting; Fly-Casting; Sui
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Fite.; Use 1
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fis
Fishing for Black Bass; FTshing for Tro
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellurq
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish ar
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tun
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repa
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Inform
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution
Fish—Good Places.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 6 0 cents
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powder being made from nitrocellu
lose or niitno glycerine or a combin
ation of the two.
They
do not
harm the barrel if tine barrel is pro
perly cleaned at the end of the day’s
shooting.
The barrel will probably
stand more neglect ,if used with)
black powder than with
smokeless
powder, although there is very little
difference in this respect.

champion lady claybird shooter of trapshooters to compete with our rep
England.
Shooting side by
side resentative Dianas of the Traps, for
with Mrs. Gnosve,nor in many con international honors.
tests, her husband—also a champion
trapshooter—may often be seen. Mr.
FISH P A TROL BOATS
Grosvenor is so enthusiastic in his
devotion to trap®hcoting that he
The State ha® recently purchased
made every attempt to come to the
two gasoline, cruising launches which
United States to. attend our last
will patrol the Maine coast with fish
Grand American Handicap, but pres
warden, crews looking for violators' of
sure of business held him back.
the lobster and fish lawrs.
One of
0. T. K., 0 risk any Falls, N. Y.
Considering that trapshooting con tuese, the Paulin©, purchased of W.
Will you kindly give me th e'bal ditions a,re much harder in England
listics of the following cartridges', al than in this country, the following H. Allen, of Maohias, ha® already
Her boat is
so killing range of their
respective sketch of Mrs. Grosven oir’s shooting gone into commission.
from East port to Rockland.
rifles, using full charge:
prepared by an English sporting writ
The other patrol boat, the sixty30.30 Savage, .303 Savage;
.351 er, will appeal to our readers as a
five
foot launch Virginia, i® now at
Winchester, .35 Winchester, .32 Rem splendid record:
the yard of the Ellsworth Foundry &
ington.
“ Mrs, Grosvenor started shooting Machine Works, having her interior
An®. The ballistics you ask for
in 1911 and in the latter part of 1912 remodeled to- fit her for her
new
are as follows:
30.30—muzzle veloc
began to show a certain ability with duties.
She was purchased through,
ity 2020 ft. seconds; muzzle energy
!W. B. C„ Williamsport, Pa.
her 20-bore double gun.
In 1913, Ralph H. Kingsley, of Bar Harbor,
Iy I think I should prefer the 30.30.
1540 ft. lbs.; .303 Savage, muzzle ve
1. What is the exact range of a
’ 14 an d To, i. e., three years run - and was built but a few years ago
2. Why are there not more makes
32.20 S. & w /re v o lv e r, 4)4-iinch bar cf high pc we r slide action rifle® put locity, 1952 ft. seconds; muzzle en njng, she proved herself to bie the for the late Bishop Alexander McKay
ergy, 1658 ft. lbs.; #.351 Winchester,
rel?
on the market?
best English lady shot competing at Smith, of Philadelphia, a summer
muzzle velocity 1,875 ft. sec-ends;
the English Clay bird Championship resident of Seal Harbor for
An®. I do not know. Possibly it
Ans. The 32.20 cartridge, used in
many
onds; muzzle energy, 2686 ft. lbs.;
Meetings, having on all three occas years.
the
a revolver, will give good results up is because the firms making
.32 Remington, muzzle velocity, 2112
to fifty or seventy-five yards.
Of high power, slide action rifles con ft. seconds; muzzle energy, 1682 ft. ions won the special ladies’ prize for
The Virginia is a handsomely fin
the highest score made during the
course the bullet will travel further trol the patents.
ished boat, all inside work being of
lbs.
meeting.
She has, cf course, won a
3. Is tine ---------high powrer slide
than that, but it will have neither
mahogany, and the crew will have
fair share of the usual club prizes
the power nor the accuracy to
do action rifle a reliable rifle? Will it
comfortable as well as handsome
effective work at much beyond sev hold up?
quarters.
She will be commanded
Ans. Yes.
enty-five yards.
by Albert E. Closison, of Ellsworth',
2. Would a 32.20 be strong enough
"
oh- AA .*. '\ who lias been sailing her this sum
for deer and bear, and at what C. E. H., Altoona, Pa.
mer for the Bliss family. Zenas Tab1. I have a 32.20 revolver, 6-inch
range?
L IF E IN T H E OPEN.
butt, of Bax Harbor, will be the en
barrel, and the dealer advised me to
gineer.
Besides these two, she will
Ans. Tihe 32.20 cartridge is net
shoot soft point; being anxious to
carry two fish, warders, while
the
considered powerful enough for deer
‘“ Lord Kelvin, inventor of the com
know if this is right, will you tell
captain and engineer will also have
or bear shooting, even when fired
pass and sounding lead, and general
me if this will injure the barrel?
appointments as wardens.
, in a rifle, which of course gives it
scientist, died at the age of 83. He
Ans, The 32,20 cartridge is now
The Virginia ha® a speed of four- '
more velocity than the revolver.
was a great believer in hard work,
loaded in three way®—with
black
teen knots.
She, will patrol the
claiming it was the only way to get
3. Would you advise me to get a
powder; with low pressure smokeless
coast from Rockland to Kittery, not
amusement out of life.”—\Nevv York
12, 16 or 20 gauge gun for pheasants
powder, which' gives the same ballis
the eastern coast, as ‘reported in a
and small birds?
Why?
Press.
tic results as the black powder cart
Banger paper.
She will be , ready
Ans. The choice of gauge is a
But Lord Kelvin and The Presis
ridge; and the high pressure or high
for duty in about two weeks.
good deal a matter of t>er®cnal pre
have neglected to stipulate that Lord
velocity loading. The last mentioned
Kelvin’s “hard work” was of a sort
ference.
The 12 gauge is by all
is unsafe in revolvers as revolvers
particularly -associated with amuse
odds the most popular, and unless
GOOD SCORES MADE BY GARDI
are net designed for the pressure
ment.
In fact, wholly composed of
the game is very plentiful, and you
NER GUN C LU B SHOOT.
produced by this cartridge.
The
amusement, as The Pres® itself ad
are an expert shot, I would certainly
proper cartridge® to use in
your
mits when, it says: . “ On several
recommend a 12 gauge.
revolver are those loaded with black
Gardiner, Me., October 6 .—Fired
occasions, when making marine ex
powder, or the low pressure smoke
Files, manager of the Copsecock
A. G. K., hJew Haven, Conn.
periments, he was known to spend
less cartridge® loaded with lead bul
mill®, was the star at the shoot of
more than seven months out of the
May I ask of the firearms expert
lets.
Do not use low pressure
MRS. W. P. GROSVENOR
thi'* Gardiner Gun Club held Wednes
whose answers appear frcim time to
year on his yacht Lalla Roofch.”
smokeless cartridges
loaded with
day afternoon at the traps ifn West
time in your paper, the following:
W e’d all get amusement out of life
metal jacketed, soft point bullets, as
Out of a possible 100
Several boxes c f shells, loaded
The following Gardiner.
if we could cruise away from the and trcphd©s put uip.
these wear tlhe barrel.
with black powder and duck
shot
hypocrite® of the modern money-mad performance® are among ti e best bird® Files potted 86. This i® some
2. At twenty-five step® on a ten
shooting and probably will net be
have been set away for say some
business world for two-third® of the she has made to date:
inch target with a five-inch bull’s-eye
excelled by a local man at the
twelve years.
The shells show no
year.
Twelve months of hard work
“ Shooting at 17 yds. rise,
down
using smokeless powder, factory load
indoors is different.
Conditions, en tine, line, at unknown trap® and ang traps this season. Four other scores
discoloration or the like, to speak of,
ed Shots seem to scatter all ovot
of 21 out of a possible 25
were
on tlhe outside; they have been in
vironment, etc., altier the case. One le®, -her best scenes have been
23
tlie target, whereas with black pow
The interest in the snoots
a dry place all the time. Are they
day in a business district is work out of 30, this being about her aver made.
der, by holding at the lower right
of the club is* steadily increasing.
likely to be usable?
Even if uot
tc us, but a year in the trout stream, age performance.
At “ first miss
hand corner of target, shots group
The scores:
likely to have any power, are they
or cn the lawn, or under thte trees, cut,” shooting at 15 trap®, 17 yard®'
in bull.
Why is this—defective bar
Harrington—20-19-18-21.
safe to use?
Will they damage a
cr by the ocean, or abroad the Lalla rise, at unknown traps and angles
rel or error in holding?
Lathrop—21-20-20.
gun in any way?
My supposition
Rookh would be only play.
her best performance is 9 killed
An®. You do not state
whether
Files—21-21-23-21.
Charles Bradford.
is they will do no harm, and I should
straight.
Shooting “ first mis® out,”
your revolver is a new one or an
Martin—21-18-11-10.
not have though.lt of asking, except
at 9 traps, unknown traps and ang
old one.
The old models of the dif
Perry—18-14-12-10.
for the opinion expreseed by some
les, 13 yard® rise, 13 kills straight,
ferent makes of revolvers manufac
Rafter—17-18-12-15.
one that they would be damaging to
this latter score being the record
tured when black powder was used
Godsmith—13-12.
the gun and maybe dangerous by rea
performance of the Middlesex Gun
were made with barrels slightly larg
son of corrosion, etc.
Ciub.
Her best run shooting down
er than the bullet, the bullets being
Anss. Black powder shotgun shells
the line, unknown traps and angle®, EEL GRASS STOPS N AVIGATIO N
made with bellow bases as- black
or black powder rifle ammunition
17 yards rise, is 18, and her aver
Congressman Peters has received a
will keep indefinitely without
any pow'der expands the hollow base bul
let so that it will fill the rifling. Some Facts About England’ s Champ age shooting is now around about 70 large number of petitions asking him.
change.
There is no reason why
per
cent,
during
thie
season.
Under
When smokeless powder came into
ion Trapshooter
the shells you have, even if they are
the usual club conditions she now to use his influence in having a chan
use, it was found that smokeless
twelve years old, should not
give
receives
20 birds in 100 from such nel dug through the eel gras® at.
powder would not expand the hollow
good results.
Illustrating this point:
There isn’t any suffrage question s j men as William Ellicott, Alec Maund Mount Desert narrows, and expects-,
point bull®t.owing to tihie difference
When th© battleship Maine was sunk
er, H. R. Hurnby, George Whittaker, to present the matter to the River
in tb© way it burnt and the barrels i ^ ie trap®.
and Harbor 'committee at the com
in Havana harbor, there was a quan
were therefore made smaller. This ! Tlii® ha® been proven, the world th© English Olympic captain during
ing session of Congress in -the hopetity of 45.73 Government cartridges
would possibly account for
your iover’ by tj l'e sI>0'nt!S!rrian‘ike Wiehcxme 1912, and a few other scratch men.
that the merits of the project will bo
on beard which were used in the
“ Fcr the past two years both, Mr®.
trouble.
A 32.20 revolver of repufa- ; whklh' has been «U s»ded to women
recognized by the committee.
navy at that tame.
When the Ship bie make i® capable of grouping its , wherever they have shown an iinterGrosvenor and her husband have
As reported in The Ellsworth Awas raised years afterward®, a. num
shots when fired from a machine |est
sport.
In this country used Remington ammunition exclus
mericam several weeks1ago, the grass
ber cf these, cartridge® wrere found
women
are
royally
received
at
hunively, and they consider that the use
rest (so that errors of holding are
ha® accumulated in the narrows and
which when dried, gave just as good
eliminated) into a three or
four dreds of clubs where they join their of this ammunition really confers up near the toll bridge to such an ex
results as new' cartridges, so I thlink
brother
contestant®
at
regular
shoots
on them an undue advantage over
inch circle at fifty yards.
tent as seriously to impede navigat
you are safe to go ahead wilth. your
and make top scores in plenty.
those Shooting other loads.
ion, making it almost impossible for
ammunition.
Across the Atlantic one of the
“As a game shot, Mrs. Grosveinor
P. F., Great Falls, Mont.
power craft of any kin,d to
pas®
most
prominent
of
many
women
trapis quite a good performer in field
I would like to have some infor
ti.rough
the
narrow®'
except
at
ex
I. J. S., Stratford, Wis.
mation about the Haenel
Mauser shooters throughout Europe, i® Mrs. and on one occasion ait a duck dive treme high water.
1. Which is ti e best deer rifle,
W.
P.
Grosvenor
of
London,
who
is
killed 23 binds.
Last year, she won
carbine, 8 mm Manmlichor calibre.
25.35, 30.30, or 38.55?
outright in a field of 53 competitors,
The rifle is bolt action, hold® five
Ans. T lese three sizes are all
the most valuable prize of the En
cartridge®; has an 18%-inch barrel,
suitable for deer shooting. Personalglish Championship Claybird Meetin
weight 8 lb®.
Do you think it is
for 1914, her score on that occasion
strong enough fcr medium and big
being 22 cut of 30, 17 yard's rise, un
ent y o u r room
game?
known trap® and angles.
Ans. The rifle you mention
is
H ow to K eep W e ll
“ She has won altogether during through a "Room s Foi
powerful enough for big game.
the past three years, club Shooting,
Health is ease, sickness is dis-ease.
R ent” ad and keep the
Health is ac-cord, sickness is dis-cord. Pioneer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
prizes to the value of $700.
Bodily harmony means bodily health.
“ As you know, tine Middlesex Gun
1.
Meeting
an
old
gunner,
we
When every organ does its share of
Club is the premier club
in Great disfiguring placard out
work, and is in harmony with the were talking about the best kind of
Britain, and the condition® are net
other organs, there is robust, juyotts powder to use in a 12 gauge gun,
health. If you are out of sorts and that is, to prevent pitting of the bar
very easy, the average ti row Of tlhe of your front window,
unhappy, know the joy of living by
traps being 65 to 70 yards.
He claim® that
smokeless
getting yourself healthy with the aid rels.
€[[ The newspaper ad is
“ The load which i® put up for
powder
contains
‘
‘Picric
acid”
and
Opposite
State
House,
Boston,
Mass.
of “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
It
Mrs.
Grosvenor’s
shooting
is
30
grain
eases the body of common ills and does great harm to barrels. Which is
Offers ream with hot ard
d ig n ifie d , sends you
keeps the stomach, liver and bowels better, black powder or smokeless,
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
of smokeless powder and 1 ounce and
in tune.
and up, which includes free
Vs of 7)4 chilled shot, loaded in 2)4 num erous
as far as keeping the barrel in con
applicants
Oakland, Maine.
use o f public shower baths.
We have used L. F. Atwood’s Medicine for dition goes?inch Niftro Club cases.
'
nine years and find it excellent for sick head
Nothing to Equal This in New England
“ For preference, Mrs. Grosvenor from which to choose,
aches. My husband takes it for gas in his
An®. If a shotgun becomes pitted
Stomach. We give it to our two lirtle girls
now uses a 12-bore gun, which is im
Rooms with private baths
for biliousness and when troubled with worms. when modern smokeless powder, fac
M rs . E r n e st L . B o o k e r .
for $1.50 per day and up;
not detract
proved cylinder and modified choke. and does
tory loaded shot shells or factory
suites o f two rooms and bath
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest leaded black powder shells are used,
She also now find® that she can
for $4.00 per day and up.
store, or write today for a free sample. there is oniy on® answer, and that
make better shooting in the field and from the exclusiveness
FREE.— On receipt of a yellow outside
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF at duck with her 12-bore.”
in
hi®
wrapper with your opinion of the medicine, is, the hunter is careless
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
we will send one of our Needle Books with a
Perhaps some day Mrs. Grosvenor of your home.
None of the reputable
good assortment of high grade needles, useful cleaning.
Send for Booklet
in every family.
manufacturers lead powder contain STOKER F. CRAFTS G en. Manager may be induced to come to this coun
try a® one of a team of women
“L. F ” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Me. ing picric acid, shotgun smokeless

jet Tips
Huplin^Tielps
b y Alfred EvLa ne

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

WOMEN WHO
ARE PROMINENT

WHAT IS HEALTH?

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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14, 1915.

few days.
NEWS AROUND
M(r. and Mrs. O. R. Rowie,
Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Me Card are to at
KINGFIELD
tend tine State S. S. Convention at
Batli next week.
OTTER POND CAM PS
(Special Correspondence.)
A large number from Rangeley at
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Kingfield,
October 11. —E. V. Tufts
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
tended tb© District Convention
of
GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop..
Pytfliian Sisters held at Stratton, picked strawberry blossoms October 4
Caratunk, Me.
above Carrabasset.
Wednesday, October 13.
Angier Jacobs of Phillips visited rel
atives in town Saturday and Sunday.
SOME
F
A
C
S
P
U
T
F
O
R
T
H
B
Y
A
U
S

RECEPTION GIVEN
Mt. Abram was covered with a heavy
TIN.
1
fall of snow Saturday morning.
TO S. S. OFFICERS
John Bray who is stopping at 0. C.
(Continued fro-m page one.)
Dolbier’s is failing and confined to his
meeting held on Mar. 30 of that year
bed.
Some Lapses of Memory— Sad A c the corporation was asked to raise Paul Dube of Madison has engaged to
an additional one hundred dollars for cut 150 cords of white birch for A. W.
cident to Little Tibbetts Lad.
street lights, but voted to pass over and C. D. Lander.
I
the article.
At the annual meeting
Riley Day in honor of James Whit
of 1899 another one-year contract wa comb Riley was observed in the King(Special Correspondence.)
and voted.
Rangeley; October 13.—Mr.
field High school, Thursday.
Each
At the annual meeting on March student was required to look up the
Mrs. Amos Ellis Left for a trip in
thhir new Reo car.
They Wiere ac 23, 1900 it Avas voted to make a con life of the poet and to read one of his
companied to LaAviston by Mi^. N. tract with the Electric Light Com poems in the class.
The following were arraigned before
At a special
H. Ellis, who go-es to join Mr. Eflliis. pany for five years.
Mr. and Mrs. Murphy are enjoying meeting held on-March 31 it was Justice of Peace O. C. Dolbier, Friday,
an auto trip to Pbrtlamd instead of voted to add five lights at $15 per for skipping camp and sentenced to 30
days in the county jail: Archie Paul,
Bangor as previously reported. They year each to the above.
have in company with them. Mr. and
At the annual meeting held on Ben Lambert and Ed. Biladeau. They
Mrs. H. O. Hun,toon. The party Will March 23, 1905, Mr. Berry of the were working for Potter & Hutchins at
attend the Music Festival before fcheif Electric Light Company Av|as present Alder Stream.

Where To Go in Maine
YORK CAM PS,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

J o h n (s J a r v ille ’ s G a m p s
at S p rin g L ake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
SpriQg Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1.80d feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery aaid pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
ankuwra. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
ataeams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buekbeard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.

Blakeslee

Lake

Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

return home.
and being called upon for a state
Miss Marguerite Pratt Mias a recent ment offered to furnish not less than
i^ E S T
E N D
guest of her sister, Miss Lillian,, who thirty 32 C. P. lights at a price of
ARRIVALS A T
is at Grant’s Clamps.
$13 each for a period of five years.
H O T E L
Hayden Huntoon arrived home frooiS But at a special meeting held on
THE ELMWOOD
0 . M. CASTNER, Prop’r. Orono Tuesday night.
April 13, 1905, the assesisoms: were
Portland,
Maine
Percy Ellis had the misfortune to authorized to make a contract with
Arrivals at the Elmwood for t^ie
break
his arm just above the wrist the Phillips Lumber and Electric
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Miss Elima Byron, J.
Msttee vacationists, tourists and sport s recently while cranking an automo Company for thirty 32 C. P. lights at past week:
As the party were near Kimg- $14 per light, Mr. Berry having de H. Byron, Phil Mips; H. E. Kirscih, J.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork bile.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl fiel Dr. Simmons dressed the arm cided that lids offer made at the R. Kirch, E. O. Bearing, F. A. Geuthannual meeting Avas too Ioav.
ner, D. H. Miles, Harry Smith, Bla-in
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, which is now gaining slowly.
At the annual meeting held cm J. Harmon, C. K. Briggs, I. M. Sterl
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Mrs. Cyrus Penley of Auburn is
March 17, 1910, there being opposit ing, C. C. Files, W. H. Norris, Hon.
American plan. Send for circular.
the guest of heir daughter, Mrs.
ion
to the continuance of a mid F. E. Timbarlake, Felix
PoAvell,
Arthur Annburg.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
night service, it was Averted not to Portland; C. E. Stowte, J. H entry CarMrs. Wm. Ellis of Chesterville is
Beet Salma* and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
reneAv the street lighting contract son, Mrs. S. W. Lambert, Miss Lam
(la*ilag begins about June 1. Send for circular. the guest of relatives in town.
Heuse always open. JOHN CHADWICK & C o.,
providing the same service as for bert, G. H. Parson, Dr. DeWett C.
tipper Dam, Maine.
Mrs. Belle Knowlton,
who has
merly.
At a special meeting held Smith, NewYork City; C. E. Stevens,
been
the
guest
o
f
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Come to PIERCE POND CAMPS
on May 21 it was also voted not to R, A. Scannei'l, Lewiston,C.
C.
went
where you are sure o f getting game, deer, bears A. M. Ross the past summer
renew
the
former'
contract.
At
a
Whitney,
Dix
field;
F.
C.
Shack
ford,
and birds. Reduced rates. $15 license. Send to Strong the latter part
of
the
fo r circular.
special meeting held on June
21, Auburn;
Dr.
H.
Bishop,
F.
C. A. SPAULDING,
Caratunk, Me. week.
Dr. Ross and family made
however, the former contract
was P, Chase, T. A. Haskell, Boston;
the trip by auto.
renewed.
A-*on C. Wheeled*, W. Earle Kimball,
Mins. W. D. Grant and sons were
Go to
I-n short, with the exception of that South Paris; Mrs. A. J.
Belcher,
recent guests of Mrs. C. M. Cush
BLAINE VILES’
of 1899, not one of these contracts David Hunter, Seattle, Washington,;
man.
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS
was finally adjusted withouf one or Mrs. J. H. Conant, Mrs. H. Hunter,
Dead River,
Maine Linton Thibodeau is driving a more subsequent-special meetings.
Henry Hunter, Sam Conant, Strong;
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom  new Ford car bearing a big placeBecause any fair minded
person George Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Jar
modations, Reasonable Prices.
card, “ Public Auto.”
who lias followed these special meet vis Tyler, Maxine Tyler, Farmington;
Special Sunday Dinners.
One of our well-known guides late
ings must admit that they are not Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Mallory, nurse
ly started for the postoffice and liv
as well attended and consequently and child, Greenwich, Conn.; William
R ound M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free ing only about a stone’s throw from are not truly representative of
the Seaiy, Galveston, Texas; Benj. Fbooklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L , Proprietor. the office has been obliged to stand
Round Mountain. Maine
mass of taxpayers in this corporat Cleaves, Biddeford; B. Giddings, Paul
seme chaffing because he walked
ion it seemed only just and equitable L. Bean, Ralph A. Parleer, Augusta;
rieihit by.
But this is not a circum
DEAD RIVER REGION
to confine the raising of money by Fred F. L amen a, Skowhegan; Owen
stance to the lady who recently went
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
the corporation to the annual meet Lovejoy, Andover; Mr. and
Mrs.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca away for a short vacation and in ing, as is dope in toAvn affairs, ratfluEdward Brest, Topsfiefld, Mass.; C.
writing
to
a
friend,
addressed
the
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
er than to leave it in {he hands of F. Parker, O. W.
Parker, „ North
same
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. friend and then signed the
those few Aviho might assemble
at Windsor, Me.; Kirkland H. Gibson,
friend’s
name.
As
the
trip
was
.Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
any special meeting which might be Chestnut Hill, Mass.; C. E. Fisher,
somewhat extended and news of the
“ called for the purpose.”
Hartford, Oonn.; C. W. Laseli, Whitmissing party scarce, after this
In conclusion I Avamt to say to the insvill6, Mass.; Morris \V. Child, C.
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
breach of memory it was feared that
citizens of Phillips Village Corpora Taylor and wife, Louis Taylor,
Rangeley Lakes
M.
a tracer would have to be put ou
tion that I am gratified that I help W. PoAvers, Medford, Mass.; J. C.
Rangeley,
Maine
the track but they finally arrived
ed place this
amendment to our RockAvell and wife,, Melrose, Mass.;
Ooen from May 15th to Dec. 1st. home safely.
charter on the statutes, for I con Mr. and Mrs. I). F. Field, Phillips.
A sad accident happened to little
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
sider it only fair and equitable and
Payson, youngest son of Mr. and
ridge and duck hunting.
as preserving the rights of our tax
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts.
While riding
payers and that I am Avriting in no
Hard on the Salesgirl.
Saturday the
K AN G ELE l TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE on his pony’s back
manner as an apology but in order
A lady was shopping and incidental
.
On Rangeley Lake.
pony became startled at something,
to set forth the contention of those ly got into conversation with one of
•Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile throwing the little chap
so as to
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
public spirited citizens who are en the salesgirls, boasting particularly
luly 1 to Oct.
break his left arm just at the el
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
deavoring to secure a better and about the cleverness of her little
bow.
Dr.
Ross
was
called,
and
mad
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
more adequate service from a public daughter at home. "You ought to be
Raugeley, Maine.
the little sufferer as comfortable ns
utility Avibich is dependent upon the proud of her,” said the girl, at the
possible but the break was of such,
patronage of the people of Phillips for same time picking up a picture book.
"Don’t you want to take this home
COME TO CARRY POND CAMPS a nature that it was necessary to its existence.
as a present for her?” "Thank you, I
us<e
the
X-Ray
in
settling
the
arm
for the fall hunting and be comfortable.
Harry B. Austin.
will,” said the woman, taking the book
A furnace heated house when too cold and the parents took him to Bos
and dropping it into her shopping bag.
for log cabins. License for deer shoot ton Sunday.
Much sympathy is felt
"Tillie will be so proud when I tell
ing now fifteen dollars. Write for as the boy is already lame, and man
her
you sent it.” To the girl’s dismay
further information.
expressions for a favorable recovery SECRETARY OF
HENRY J. LANE,
the shopper marched away with the
Carry Pond. Me.
Via Bingham are heard on all sides.
book and the girl had to pay for it.
STATE AFTER THEM
Mrs. Walter Penndman and daugh
ter of Stratton are guests nt Leo
‘
MOOSEL0OKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Working Wrought Iron.
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Taylor’s.
In a paper read before the Society
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region,
special J une and September rates. Booklet.
A very delightful social and recep New Law Will Have Pronounced of Chemical Industry the statement
MRS. y . B. BURNS.
was made that the strength of cast
tion was tendered the teachers, of -1
Effect on Automobile Drivers.
iron was affected by the addition of
ficers and beads of the Sunday school
BE A SPO RT
wrought iron in the following propor-'
and go hunting this fall. Y ou will find good, |departments at the vestry
Tuesday
w-.rin camps, good table and good beds at the
tions: With 100 parts of cast iron 10
Over
60
automobile
drivers’
licens
evening.
Much originality was dis
W E SSE LL CAM PS
es have been revoked by Secretary parts of wrought iron increases the
M a d a w a s K a L a k e s , M a in e played in the amusements offered.
strength 2 per cent; 20 parts of
the
P. O. Address STOCKHOLM , Me. 3 miles from Everything A^as paid for, even to ad of State Joihu E. Bunker under
wrought iron increases the strength
B. & A. R. R. on g o o d auto road. Rates $2,00
mission to the big animal tent and new law which.went into effect this 32 per cent; 30 parts of wrought iron
per day. $10.50 per week.
the amusements took on much the year and which provides that the increases the strength 60 per cent; 40
nature of a country fair.
Mr. and Secretary of State may revoke open- parts of wrought iron increases the
Mrs. O. R. Rowe had the affair in atoirs’ licenses for drunkenness and strength only 33 per cent. The max
H U N T E R S
imum result is therefore produced
Deer, Bear, Partridge and Woodcock change.
This is the first of a ser fast driving.
shooting. New locality open to hunt ies of special times preparatory to
This is one of the laws advocated wij.li 30 per cent wrought scrap.
ers. Write to
the Rally Day exercises, which will by the Maine Automobile Associat
H B M O N S. BL A C K W E L L,
A Martyr to Thrift.
ion and whiiich; was put through the
be held next S'unday.
Saddleback Lake Campi,
"You must bring home some toma
Dallas. Maine.
It is be
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe,
Mrs. Legislature by its efforts.
toes tomorrow.”
Leslie Abbott, Miss Tlmlie Hoar, Mis lieved that it will have a pronounc
“ But you don’t like tomatoes, my
BILLY SOCLE’ S NEW CAMPS Mildred Huntoon attended S. S. Con ed effect in cubbing reckless driving dear.”
of
every
kind.
vention at Strong the latter part of
LAKE MILIMAGASSETT
"Never mind,. I have half a bottle
Anyone wishing a de
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty the week.
of mayonnaise dressing that positiveof partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Makes All the Difference.
f ly must be used up.”—Louisville
tailed account of the trip may apply
Maine.
A scandalmonger is a person who Courier-Journal.
to O, R. Rowe for information. It’s talks to our neighbors about us. An
RANGELEY LAKES
highly entertaining.
entertaining talker is a person who
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Writ*
Laura Foster lias been entertain tells us mean stories about our neigh
for free circular.
Optimistic Thought.
9 i
CAPT. F. a BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
ing a friend from Portland the past bors.
Hope supports even the exile.

PICKED UP A T
THE TAVERN
Many of the Summer Guests Closing
Their Vacation With a Game
Hunt.
(Special to Main* Woods.)
Rangeley, October 6.—Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Banigan of San Juan,
Porto
Rico, and little son,, who have been t
at. th© Tavern for the past few
months left recently for New York.
Clias. E. Southard, with John Lans
ing P-bilbrick and F. C. Huntoon.
guides,-secured a fine deer at Kenuebago.
W. W. Harris and A v i f e ,
Abba
Harris, Annie L. Wescott and Carl
N. Harris Avere member? of a motor
party from Portland, AVho recently
stopped at the Tavern.
Mr. Whitemore Preston, who has
broken camp at Kennebagd was
a
recent guest.
Chester W. Alden and R. G. Carruthers o f Boston, who are interested
in the LangtOAvn Lumber Co., were
at this hotel a feAv days last week
while on a business trip to this sec

tion.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Bill of Willimamtic, Conn., are enjoying the fine
autumn weather for a few days.
The Mason party including Mr. and
Mrs. William P. Mason of Brooklyn,
Miss Bronson of Auburn, Colo, and
chauffeur, Logan C. Walker are at
the Tavern for a short season of
hunting.
Hon. Alton C. Wheeler of South
Paris was a caller Monday.
H. B. Reed, Auburndale, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Bartlett, Ridley Park, Pa., (
find this a conA-en-ient stopping place
while en route from
Kennebago to
their respective homes.
S. M. Foss, WihitinS> Mass., • is
spending a few A’acatlon days at Ran
geley.
H. P. Smith has closed his camp
and re turn,ed to Boston. Mrs. Smith
and Miss Rachel went some few days
ago.
We hope to Avelcome them dur
ing the winter holidays as their new
cottage is well equipped for comfort
during the winter months.
Col. John Caswell of New York is
at Kennebago hunting, but expects to
return the latter part of the week.
Alton F. Wood of Buffalo, N- Y.,
and Jos. Wadsworth, New York City
left Tuesday morning for their respec
tive homes.
J. G. McNeil of Brookline, Mass.,
Is spending the Aveek here.
A. E. Stearns and son, Walter and
J. B. Stephenson of Rumford came
by auto for a short sojourn.
Miss Katherine Nice of Ogontz,
Pa., avIio has been at Kennebago for
the summer will enjoy a three Aveeks’
stay and improA'e the time hunting
up old friends and acquaintances.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Du sen
wore guests recently from Middle
Dam.
I. V. S. 'HliUier, wife and Miss Hillier of Cranford, N. J., were guests
en route for York Camps.
Charles Switzer, with Henn Humtoon guide, saw a beautiful specimen
of black fox on the Stratton
road
recently.
Mr. Switzer has not se
cured a deer yet but has a fine
string of birds to his credit.
D.
E. Hinkley has concluded
Ifis
duties at the Hoening cottage
for
the season.
Dr. Carl Hoening, with
Ira Huntoon as guide is busy, now
that the hunting season is on. They
make many trips with Doring N. Hal
ey as chauffeur after game.
The
Doctor has secured several fine birds.
SU BSC RIBE N O W FOR
WOODS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .

MAINI

■■opw

tjf N eed a little cash to
finance that proposition?
f]j A

want ad may find

the fellow w h o has idle
cash w h ich he

would

b e glad to invest.
€]] It s w orth trying.

MAINE

OBITUARY.
C. V. STA RBIRD
Never has this community
been
thrown into deeper sorrow than it
was Monday morning, September 27,
when it was learned that- C. V. Starbird, on,e of its most prominent and
best loved residents had passed away.
About six weeks ago he was
taken ill and gradually gave up bus
iness cares and was confined to the
house.
During this time lie
was
under the constant care cf Dr. C.
W. Dell and several different spec
ialists, wluo, with trained nurses and
Icving friends, did everything possi
ble to save hum, but at 11.40 Sun
day night, September 26, God’s fing
er touched him and lie slept.
By his devotion to Inis family and
'friends, and kind, tihougthtftuJ disposlr
ticn of those wfliom be met in busin
ess and social life lie won tlhe love,
esteem and admiration of aid and
the influence of this ideal life will

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

sawing, fitting and finishing lumber.
He received orders from all over
New England and the Middle States
and paid ouit many thousands of dol
lars each year.
As an employer lie
was considerate and generous 1to a
fault and always ready to help tJliose
in trouble.
In addition to his. mill's he conduct
ed a large general store and did an
extensive business in tlhe sale
of
agricultural implements.
But even
this immense business did not ab
sorb all bis energies.
Every move
ment for betterment of the town
found him a zealous helper wditto his
influence, time and money. He whs
for several years on the board of
selectmen, retiring as its chairman.
He served for six years on till e
school beard.
Only his refusal to
accept further honors at the hands’
of lilis fellow townsmen
prevented
them from bestowing theisie
upon
him.
He was treasurer cf the Davis

C. V. STARBIRD

of the time a tenor in the church
choir.
He had a voice of unusual
sweetness. He was superintendent of
the Sunday school for ten years,
holding that position at thiq time of
his death.
To this work lie brought
the same energy and the same splen
did executive ability, which
char
acterized him in secular affairs and
the school enjoyed one of the most
prosperous periods of ills
history
durine: this superintendence.
Mr. Starbird was married in 1888
to Miss Flora A. Kilkenny, e’dest
daughter of tlhe late James Kilkenny
of New Vineyard, who survives him.
Theirs hais been an unusually happy
union, and their heme life has been
ideal.
He is survived by a son,
Raymond, who has been associated
with; him in the business and who
succeeds him in its direction. There
also are left a sister, Mrs. Warren
Hmds of Phillips, Albert Starbird of
Solon, an aged mother and four broth
ers, Edwin, Austin, Adelbert
and
Percy in Florida.

Mr. Starbird’e funeral was held at
the Methodist church Thursday after
noon at 2 o ’clock.
It was an im
pressive manifestatir n of a commun
ity’s sorrow and love.
The middle
pews were filled by
relatives and
Masons and the whig pews were oc
cupied by employees c f the milk The
remainder of the large audience
room and gallery were
oompfletedy
filled by friends firom this and neigh
boring towns.
Rev. John Dunstan
was assisted by Rev. H. A. Clifford
cf Portland and Rev. F. H. Hail of
Woodfords, former pastors of this
church,
Each paid eloquent and
loving tributes to the man’s sterling
worth.
There was no music, but
the (hyimn, ‘‘Safe in the Arms of
Jesus,” and poems, “ Crossing
the
Bar,” and “ Thy Will Be Done” were
read.
The
bearers were P. D.
Stubbs, A. P. Richards, F. O. Welch,
L. A. Vining, Richard Burns and J.
A. Phillips.
Every place of busin
ess in town was closed during t/he
service, and the village schools were
d’f missed during the same time. A
large body of Masons and thirteen
team.s followed the remains to the
village cemetery.
Among the relatives and
friends
from away the following Were notic
ed:
‘Charles W. Shaw, Middletown,
Conn.; Harry Lawrence, Fitchburg,
Mass.; Mrs. Gladys Whipple, Hud
F. & A. M., for many years
son, Mass.; Mrs. Charles Matson,
re-elected to that position SkoWhegan; Rev. H. A. Clifford, Port
Friday night preceding Ills land; Rev. Frank Hall, Woodfords.

be felt through ages to comis.
He Lodge of
was born in Freeman, August
14, and was
1858, son cf the late Amos Starbi'rd ! upon the
and Mary J. Gilkey, who resides in :
dcaitlb.
Apopka, Florida.
He was also a member ( f the ex
After receiving a good education lie
ecutive committee of the Allen Camp
wen* to Pennsylvania for four years, I
meeting Association and through his
then returned home and succeeded j
generosity the campgrounds have had
3vis father in the lumber business. ,
electric lights eight years, free
of
About 25 years ago, he moved i :« !
expense.
He was for 17 years a
mill to Strong where lie has since
devoted member of, constant attend
lived.
He met with several severe
ant at, and liberal helper in the
losses front fire, his whole mill be
Methodist church, and during most
ing destroyed about 12 years
ago.
But with indomitable perseverance,
M O TH ER S —
b° rallied after each reverse, until
be had one of tlhe finest and best W A T C H IR R IT A B L E C H IL D R E N .
That fever, paleness, grinding of
equipped plants an the state for
teeth while asleep, and coated ton
gue are indications that your child
HOW T O BE E F F I C I E N T
Kicikapeo
Nothing saps the vitality like kid has worms in its system.
ney trouble.
It causes backache, Worm Killer quickly gets rid of thes
It is perfectly safe for
headache, stiff joints, sore muscles, parasites.
‘‘always tired” feeling, rheumatism even the most delicate children. It
and other ills.
To be efficient, you is pleasant to take, has three affec
must be healthy. Foley Kidney Pills tive medicinal qualities:—acts as a
strengthen the kidneys, help them do laxative, expels the worms, and tones
Begin treatment to
their work of filtering out from the up the system.
system the waste matter that causes day and eliminate the cause of irritablemess.
25<f.
the trouble.
Floyd E. Parker.

The Best Drug Store
Is the one that best serves its customers.
Our constant aim is to give the customer the best possible
service, best in quality of goods, best in attention, best in
everything that makes the most satisfactory kind of a store.
Our steadily increasing patronage is the best evidence that
we are succeeding in giving the best drug store service.

FLOYD E. PARKER
NO. 1 B E A L BLOCK

M A I N E , O C T O B E R 14, 1915.

MILE SQUARE

Beautiful flowers covered the cas
ket, puipit, organ, choir chairs, be
sides stands and an easel Which bore
his picture and was beautifully dec
orated with ferns and roses. The
following is a partial list of
the
flowers:
Pillow ^itlh. “ Husband,”
Mrs. Flora Starhira; pillow
with
“ Father,” Raymond A. Starbird; pil
low with ’’Employees,” mill emtplioyee.s; broken column, Davis
Lodge
F. & A. M.; large harp with brok
en cord, brothers and sister; wheath
with “ Uncle” from nieces and nep
hews; wreath, Harry Lawrence; larg
set piece with a five-pointed star on
a large base, Eastern Star;
nine
dozen white pinks, Sunday school;
bouquet of dh;rysantkemumis, choir;
large bouquet of red roses, Mr. and
Mrs. Menzor A. Will and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred H. Daggett; 57 pinks, Mrs.
Ellen Kilkenny, Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Look, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Brad
ford;
roses, Miss Hazel Mitchell;
roses, Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Brackley;
pinks, Mrs. A-ehisa Kilkenny; pinks,
Mrs. Helen Kilkenny; gladiolus, Mr.
and Mrg. F. B. Holbrook; gladiolus,
Mr. and Mrs. Mai on Whipple; pinks,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana T. Stevens; pinks
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lindsey; pinks,
Mis® Ada Smith; asters, Alonzo P.
Richards and family;
snapdragons,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leavitt and fam
;ily; set piece of ferns and white
roses, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Berry;
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berry:
large bouquet cut flowers, Mrs. Mary
Starbird'; bouquet dayhreakfsi, Mr.
and Mrs. E. C. Landers; panel day
breaks and carnations, M.r. and Mrs.
II.. W. Allen, Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Alien, Mir. and Mrs. L. T. Allen.

PH ILLIPS, ME.

SUNDAY HOURS: 10 A . M. to 12 M.
A ls o o p e n w h e n th e S u n d a y

Store
5 P. M. to 7 P. M.
P a p e rs a r r iv e .

THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED'

DO YOU SUFFER
FROMJACKACHE?

Oct. 11.
Mrs. Harold Libby and little son
of Phiiliipis visited at L. B. Kinney’s
When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
tlhe last of Cine- week.
their functions; your back aches
E.
H. Whitney of Phillips visitedand you do not feel like doing much
Wilson Beal Sunday.
of anything. You are likely to be
James Morrison of Phillips spient despondent and to borrow trouble,
Sunday, the 3rd, with' his daughter, just as if you hadn’t enough al
ready. Don’t be a victim any longer.
Mrs. II. W. Worthley and family.
The old reliable medicine, Hood’s
iMlrs. J. M. Worthley is keeping
Sarsaparilla, gives strength and
house for E. H. Whitney of Phillips. tone to the kidneys and builds up
Ardine Kinney of Phillip® was at the whole system.
L. B. Kinney’s Sunday.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a peculiar
Mrs. J. M. Worthley visited her combination of roots, barks and
sou H. W. Wortlhiley and family Sun herbs. No other medicine acts like
it, because no other medicine has the
day.
same formula or ingredients. Accept
Mrs. Orlando Marten lias gone to no substitute, but insist on having
Pans.
Hood’s, and get it today.
H. W. Worthley substituted
on
Route 4, Saturday, Monday
and
Tuesday.
SALEM
Messrs. L. B. Kinney and H. W.
Worthley each shot a large
henOat. 12.
hawk last week.
Both hawks mea
Mr. and Mrs. Selden Fuller of
sured over four feet across1.
Strong have been visiting at Fred
Collins’.
T W O C H IL D R E N HAD CROUP.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Adley, who
The two children of J. W. Nix,
Cleveland, Ga., had croup. He writes: have been visiting relatives bene,
“ Both got so choked up they could have returned to their borne in Mont
hardly breathe.
I gave them Foley’s> rose, South. Dakota.
Mir. and Mrs. Henry Mayo, Mins:
Honey and Tar and nothing else, and
it completely cured them.” Contains Della Brimigior and Lulie
Heath,
no opiates.
Cuts the phlegm; opens took an automobile trip to No-rtin
air passages.
Floyd E. Parker.
Anson Saturday.

OUR J I T N E Y OFFERS— This and 5o.

The

9

DON’T MItSiS THIS.
Cut out this
slip, enclose with five cents to> Foley
& Co., Chicago, III.,
writing your
name and address clearly. You wiM
receive in return a trial package con
taining Foley’s Honey and Tar Com
pound, for coughs, colds and croup,
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cath
artic Tablets.
Filoyd E. Parker.

The Perfection Completes
Y o u r S h avin g O u t f i t
OUCH a match—the Perfection
T
glows in response. In five min
utes the bathroom is as warm as
toast

W hy endure cold, damp and chilly
weather when this inexpensive
little portable fireplace is always
ready to make things cozy and
warm in bedroom, bathroom—all
over the house.
The Perfection is clean, convenient., eas
ily carried wherever you want it. Ten
hours o f comfort from a gallon o f oil.
It is smokeless and odorless. Costs noth
ing when not in use but is always ready
to make your house the home o f ch-er.
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
(Principal Stations)
N EW Y O R K
BU FFALO

Look for the
T r i a n g l e

Trademark.
Sold in many
styles and sizes
at all hardware
and g e n e r a l
s t o r e s , and
w herever you
see the Perfec
tion Cozy Cat
Poster.
H ig h e s t aw a rd Pana
m a -P a c ific E x p o s itio n

ALBAN Y
BO STO N

MAINE

10

WOODS,

•her mother, Mrs. Will Hood and fam
ily.
Mr. Russell, also' Mr. and Mrs.
Gideon Smith and little son
were
Oct. 5.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hood.
Mrs. A braon Ross of Farmington,
Miss- Fem e Gould spent Sunday
Mrs. .Walter Leach of Massachusetts,
with her friend, Miss Georgia Mi-tchr
Mr. and Mrs. Roll a Toothaker and
l ell at the village.
two children of Wiltcin, Mr. and Mrs.
D. W. Toothaker left last Satur
Warren Ross of Rangel,ey and Mr.
Cook of Wilton were Sunday guests day for Portland, wihe-re he will visit
for a few days.
He expects to
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hoar.
B. S. B,eedy is driving team- for start for .Odin, 111., next week, where
he will visit his brother, Joel Tootle
Western Parker.
Mrs. Weston Parker, who has been alter several, mo n th®.
Mir. and Mrs. Bernard Taylor
of
ill with a bad cold is nearly recov
Kingfie-ld,
also
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
IN
.
ered.
Mrs. Antinomy 'Wlliite, who has
been coring for her, has
returned Plaisted were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs-. W. E. Gates-.
home.
Bart Luce is working for Charles
Lester Savage is working for J. I.
Hutchins.
Harnden.
O. P. Walker of Freeman ha-s sold
Bert Kempto-n was in the neighbor
his
farm to Albert Sedgeley and has
hood last-week.
bought a house in Farming-ton vil
Mrs. Truman Fairbanks met with lage, where they will move very soon
a very painful accident Sunday, when We are very sorry to lose Mr. and
she stuck a fish book in her left Mrs. Walker from our m-idst. Ouir
hand.
Mrs. Fairbanks was alone at best wishes follow the-m to their
the time and she decided to go oant new home.
Chas. Hutchins is loading his hay
for a walk.
Putting on a coat that
Will Gates is helping
she had worn some time, before' when at Hillside.
him.
on a fishing trip, she noticed a spot
Last Saturday the school in the
of dirt on it.
She brushed it with
her left hand, and struck it hard Cushman did^rict enjoyed a picnic
on a fish hook that was in the coat, dinner on Moores’ Hill.} After the
unnoticed by her.
The hook Was dinner a pleasant hour was spent in
imbedded very deeply in tihe flesh singing songs, playing games, etc.
and she was not able to get it All returned to their homes feeling
out.
Mrs. Fairbanks1, although suf well paid for the hard climb to the
fering great pain, managed to get top of the hill.
Mrs. Freeman Chick remains very
down to Mr. Willis Hoar’s, and Mr.
ill.
Hoar was obliged to cut the hook
Mrs. Emery Moore and daughters,
out, Mins. Fairbanks being uncon
scious at the time and slhe did not Lena and Ruth and son, Roger of
recover consciousness until along to South, Strong visited her parents,
wards morning.
The hand is get Mr. and Mrs. Win. Moores a few
ting along well at the present time days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas-. Hutchins went
and Mrs. Fairbanks is recovering her
strength.
Five years ago Mrs. Fair to East New Portland last Tuesday
banks bad blood poisoning in the to attend the funeral of a relative,
thumb of the saute hand and suffer Rev. Leonard Hutchins, who passed
away last Saturday.
ed for months with it.
Howard Gates is at home for a
short time.
Oct. 13.

WINSHIP DISTRICT

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Toothaker were
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
LAST MADRID
Fred Fairbanks.
Leon C. Emery of Farmington
Oct. 11.
spent the week-end at Weston Park
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Adiley of
er’s,.
South Dakota, “ Uncle” Silas Wing
Mts. L. T. Wood has had a farm •and Mrs. Ida Davenport of Phillips
ers-’ telephone installed.
The ring were callers o-n neighbors in town
is 22-12.
one day last week.
George Roberts had a royal fight
M,r. -and Mrs. N. D. Wing visited
with a big he-nhawk one day last relatives in W e’d last week and at
week.
The hawk, after a
most tended the Weld fair.
exhausting struggle was killed
by
Mr. and Mrs. William Taggard,
Mr. Roberts wiith a cliub and was- who have spent the summer
withfound to measure 3 feet and 2 inch Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Welts, returned
es.
As Mr. Hawk was nearly as to their home in Boston last Satur
big as Mr. Roberts it was doubtful) day.
at one time which would win out,
The Obertcn League met last Wed
but George never was known to give nesday with Mrs. Solon M-echam. and
up and this fact wton the victory for it was voted to have our yearly
him.
;
meeting with Mrs. Meccham on Oct.
Henry Goldsmith and Wallace Grov 20th-, an all day’s meeting, with a
er are in the neighborhood threshing picnic dinner.
All members are re
grain for the fanners.
quested to be present and to come
Dana Noyes lias returned from a early.
visit with, relatives in Rangel ey.
Mir,, and Mrs. Raliph- McLaughlin at
tended the fair at Salem last Thurs
day.
TORY HILL
Mr. and Mir®. W. G. McLain of Lew
iston a-re sriending their honeymoon
OoC 12.
at F. H. Thorpe's.
Mrs. Carroll Russell and
little
M,r. and Mrs. Alonzo Corson are
daughter were week-end guests
of
moving onto the John Stin-chfieild
place in Madrid Center for the wint
W E L L -E X P A N D E D LUNGS N OT E- er.
W. F. Sweetser and Ezra Wheeler
NOUGH.
are working for a while cn
the
Bure blood is indispensable to the
Eusitis Branch.
health and strength of the lungs.
Albert Ccjffren is working for EdThe delicate structure of these orgar.
ear Welts.
makes it necessary.
When the blot I
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Warren of
is impure the lungs lose their tone,
Phillips were recent guests of Mr.
and even, if they are permitted to
expand freely, they have not the
power fully to perform their import
ant work.
The fact is, there is PHILLIPS DRUGGIST
nothing more necessary in our physi
cal economy than pure blood—the
kind of blood that Hood’s Sarsaparil
E. H," Whitney, druggist, deserves
la makes.
This medicine is
the praise from Phillips people for . in
good old reliable family remedy for troducing here the simple buckthorn
diseases of the blood, scrofula, rheu bark and glycerine mixture, known
matism, catarrh, and low or run as Adler-i-ka.
Tihisi simple German
down conditions of the system. At remedy first became famous by cur
this time, when coughs and colds tire ing appendicitis and it has now been
so prevalent, Hood's Sarsaparilla is a discoered that A Single Dose re
invaluable tonic.
Get it to-day, and moves sour stomach, gas on t’ e
begin to take it at once.
Accept no stomach and constipation INSTANT
substitute.
LY.

DESERVES PRAISE

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, O C T O B E R

14, 1915.

aind Mrs. Edgar Welts,.
There wliill be a pie supper and
social at the East Madrid
schcoilh-ousie on Saturday evening, October
23rd for the benefit of the school.
Everyone is cordially invited-

EAST WELD
Oct. .11.
A moose was seen on Center Hill
Saturday morning in a field
quite,
near th-e residence of Leliand Wil
li anus.
Chas. Sanborn lias recently bought
a- hand-seme pair of fancy matched
twin oxen of Fred B-lanchiard.
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Wing of East
Madrid visited Mr. and Mrs. I. H.
Buker a few days la-st week. While
at Weld Wednesday Mr. Wing wtas
taken very suddenly ill with an at
tack of acute indigestion which pre
vented them freni attending the fair.
Dr. Marshall was in attendance and
Mr. Wing soon go-t relief and was
abile to return home Saturday.
Mrs. Lettie M. Green, wQio has
been working for M-ns. Bioai Wing oif
Phillips i-s now in Weld.
Sh-e is
going to keep hou-se' for her brother,
Dr. A. T. Wing a few weeks.
Halford Buker, who is attending the
academy at Wilton was home a few
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Washburn of
Peru attended the fair and were the
guests of Mrs. Washburn’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Vin-ing a few
days.
Dr. A. T. Wing and Mrs. Lettie
Greene were recent guests of
Mr.
and Mrs. I. H. Buker,

INDUSTRY
Oct. 11.
A. S. Emery and family visited at
Alonzo Coughlin's in New Vineyard
Sunday.
Mrs. Newton of Jackman is visit
ing her brother, And-new Nichols.
Mrs.- O-rrin Leeman i-s ill. Mr. Leeman is in very poor health.
The Queen Esthers meet next Sat
urday, October 16 at the schoolhouse,
West Mills.

WEST FARMINGTON

BUSINESS

TELEGRAPHY

NO
PAYMFNT
IN AIWANCF has been the policy o f this instution fo r thirty yeare
tic / I
1 tTlE .ll 1 I I I /ALT V n l l t L We recognize the purchaser’s rights to an examina
tion o f the goods, and a test o f their quality before payment is required. Do not wait for a
more convenient season—it will not come.
PORTLAND

BANGOR

AUGUSTA

PROBATE NOTICES.

No. Franklin
Marble Works

At a Probate Court held at Far
mington, in and for the County of
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of
Phillips, Maine.
September in the year cf ourLord one
Monuments, Headstones,
thousand nine hundred and fifteen,
tne following matters having been
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
presented for the action thereupon
and
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
Cemetery
W
ork o f all Kinds
ordered:
That notice thereof
be
given To all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively ia
PH ILLIPS
ME.
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub
lished at Phillips, in said Coun
AH orders by mail or in person
ty, that they may apnear at a Pro promptly attended to.
bate Court to be held at said Far
mington, on the third Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1915, at ten o’clock
ir the forenoon, and be heard tihereor if they see cause.
Headquarters for everything
Wesley N. Hoar, late of Phillips,
in the hardware line
deceased.
Petition for Probate of
will and for administration with will- Lumbermen's
and Blacksmith’s
annexed presented by Willis A. Hoar.
Supplies, D oors, W indows, Stoves,
Nellie M. Dudley, late of Eustis,
deceased.
Petition for distribution Tinware, Plumbing G ood s, Sport
presented by Joseph C. Holman, ad ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
ministrator.
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Osman Cookson, late of Rangeley,
deceased.
First account of adminis Automobile Supplies, etc.
tration presented by Leon A. CookWe buy for the lowest spot cash
sm , administrator.
prices and give our customers the
Mary A. Tyler, late cf
Phillips,
benefit of the same.
deceased.
First and final account
of administration presented by Abial
E. Tyler, administrator with the will
annexed.
Belle P. Adams of Phillips.
Pe
tition for change of name.
Abner T. Sanborn, late of Weld,
deceased.
Petition for administra
tion D. B. N. and D. B. N. C. T. A.
presented by Charles T. Sanborn.
Abner T. Sanborn, late of Weld,
A new line o f Dressers of
deceased.
Final account of JoC n
A. Sanborn, executor of the last will
all descriptions.
and testament of Abner T. Sanborn 1
filed by Charles G. Dimmer, executor
of the last will and testament cf said
JTohn A. Sanborn, deceased.
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
A true copy.
Phillips,
Maine
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
and

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN

C. F. Chandler & Son,

Oc,t. 10.
A large company met at Frank
Blanchard’s last Saturday night, it
being the reception cf their oldest
N O TIC E.
son, Clifford, who was married to
<< y ,
1,
Miss Dell’a Wood a short time ago.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
The presents were numerous
and
beautiful.
Cne wa-s a check of that he has been duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Dav
$ 1 , 000 .
late
cf
Temple,
Mrs. Etta Wot d and Vincent Blan id Williams,
the
County
of
Franklin,
chard were callers at S. R. Norton’s in
last week.
j deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having de
Herbert Wood of Watertown came law directs.
mands against the estate of said de
to attend his daughter's reception.
the
Quite a heavy frost visited u-s Sun ceased are desired to present
day, the first that l.as dc-ne much same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
PR E A C H E R WAS LAID UP.
Chas. F. Chandler.
Rev. C. M. Knighton, Havana, September 21, 1915.
\_______
Fla., writes:
“ For three months I
suffered intense pain in the kidneys
N O T IC E .
and back which at times laid me up
The subscriber hereby gives notice
entirely.
I used IY2 bottles of Fol
ey Kidney Pills and all the pajn dis that he has been duly appointed ad
appeared.
I feel as if 29 years had ministrator of the estate of George
been added to my life.”
Relieves William Young, late o-f Rangeley, in
rheumatism, backache, sore muscles, the Counity of Franklin, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs.
stiff joints.
Floyd E. Parker.
All persons having demands against
the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settle
ment, and alii indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immed
iately.
Andrew P. Young.
September 21, 1915.

STRONG

- MAINE.

E. C. Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.

Phillips,

;

Maine

Both ’ Phones

J. BLAINE MORRISON

Attorney - at - Law
Beal Block. Phillips

Fire and Life Insures*

Dr. W . J. C arter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings by

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce. Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
between Farmington and Rangeley and
hetween Strong and Salem
A. W. M cL e a r y , Phillips,Me

W e run an Auto Livery.
We do first-class autom obile repairing.
W e carry V e e d o l oils and greases in stock.
W e have tw o second-hand cars for sale.
W e would like to have you call.

REPAIR WORK
that will
PLEASE YOU
if done by

SHORTHAND

damage c-n the -hills.
Nielson lias a crew of men gather
.Mite® Mabel Vining is visiting Mrs. ing apples in his orchard on the
Grace W ills in Strong.
Temple road.
The most of them
Mrs. E. F. Co-namt has gone
to
were
blown
off
by
the recent wind.
Waltham, Mass., where she Will
spend the winter wiith: her daughter,
Maud.
Diving Record.
Edward Prince of Auburn, former-1
The longest time on record for
ly of West Farmington, has been in ! which a swimmer remained under wa
town lately.
AM are glad to see ter is 6 minutes 29 4-5 seconds.
him.

R O L L IN S & B E A N ,
Upper V illage,

Phillips, Maine

BATCH ELDER RESTAURANT
The Phillips Motor Co., isTHE
reopened under the same management, and the same service
l r p Sp “
-8’ } Proprietors.
Auto livery for long or short distances.
Let us overhaul your car this winter
and put it in shape for next season.

will be offered the public as before. Meals will be served
fine line of pastry, bread, etc. will always be on hand.
We carry a full lino of school supplies.

*

and

H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h il li p s , M e .

a

MAINE

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

MAINE, OCTOBER

14, 1915.
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ARE YOUR KIDN EYS W E L L ?
is just as~ well to study your opiTortiT- can we have that Vedder Court prop
nities. Of course there’s Dick Rodley, erty condemned?”
“Whenever you give the word,” re Many Phillips People Know the Im
whom no one considers seriously, and
Willis Cunningham, whose one and ported Tim Corman, who spoke with
portance of Healthy Kidneys.
only drawback is such questionable an asthmatic voice, and with the quiet
health that he might persistently in dignity of a man who had borne grave
The kidneys filter the blood.
terfere with your social activities. business responsibilities, and had
They work night and day.
Houston Van Ploon, I am frank to say, borne them well.
Allison nodded his head in satisfac
Well kidneys remove impurities.
is the most eligible of all, and to have
,
attracted his attention is a distinct tri tion.
Weak kidneys allow impurities to
“ You’re sure there can’t be any hitch multiply.
umph. Mr. Allison, while rather ad
in it?”
vanced in years—”
No kidney ill should be neglected.
“ Not if I say it’s all right,” and the
“Please!" cried Gail. “ You’d think
There is possible danger in delay.
words
were
Tim’s
only
reproof.
His
I was a horse.”
COPYRIGHT
If you have backache or urinary
“1 know just how you feel,” stated tone was perfectly level, and there was
W + DY
THCRED BOOK
Aunt Helen, entirely unruffled; “ but no glint in his eyes. Offended dignity troubles,
CORPORATION
If you are nervous, dizzy or worn
J you have ybur future to consider, and had nothing to do w'ith business. “Give
SYNOPSIS.
t y admit that the picture was I wish to invite your confidence,” and me one week’s notice, and the Ved out,
Begin treating your kidneys at
handsome enough to be retained. The in her voice there was the quaver of der Court property will be condemned
for the city terminal of the Municipal
Adonis-like Dick, with his black hair much concern.
C H A P TE R I—A t a v e s t r y m eetin g o f
once;
Appraise
the Market Square ch u rch G ail S argen t
“ Thank you, Aunt Helen,” said Gail, Transportation company.
and black eyes, his curly black mus
Use a proven kidftey remedy.
listens to a d iscu ssion ab ou t the sale o f
ment,
thirty-one
million.”
realizing
the
sincerity
o
f
the
older
tache and his black goatee, his pink
the church tenem ents i o E d w a rd E . A l
None endorsed like Doan’s Kidney
“
I
only
wanted
to
be
reassured,”
lison, local tra ction king, and w h en asked
woman’s
intentions,
and,
putting
her
cheeks and his white teeth; Gail,
her opinion o f the ch u rch b y R e v , Sm ith
Pills.
gracefully erect, her head thrown arms around Mrs. Davies’ neck, she apologized Allison. “I took your word
Boyd, says it is ap p aren tly a lu cra tiv e
Recommended by thousands.
business enterprise.
back, her brown hair waving and her kissed her. “It is dear of you to take that you could swing it when I made
my own gamble, but now I have to
Proved by Phillips testimony.
fluffy white Flakes between them; it so much'interest.”
C H A P T E R I I —A lliso n ta k e s G ail ridin g
Mrs. E. A. Kennedy, Phillips says:
In his m otor car. W h e n he su g g e sts he
“I think it’s pride,” confessed Mrs. drag other people into it.”
was painfully beautiful.
Is entitled to rest on the la u re ls o f his
“Thgit’s right,” agreed Tim.
“I
“ Children, go home,” suddenly com Davies, naively. “I won’t keep you up never get offended over straight busi “ My back pained me constantly for
achievements, she a sk s the d istu rb in g
auestion: “ W h y ? ”
manded Mrs. Davies. “Dick, put the a minute longer, Gail. Go to bed, and ness.” In other times Tim Corman six months and was very stiff and
get all the sleep you can. Only sleep
dog back where you found it.”
C H A P T E R I I I —G ail, re tu rn in g to her
I was tired most of the time.
would have said “get sore,” but, as he sore.
Uncle Jim ’s hom e from h er d riv e w ith A l 
“ I suppose we’ll have to go home,” will keep those roses in your cheeks. neared the end of his years of useful On a friend’s advice, I got Doan’s
lison, finds cold d isa p p ro v a l in the e y es
drawled Ted. “Dick, put back that Good-niglit,” and with a parting caress activity, he was making quite a spe Kidney Pills. After using two boxes,
of Rev. Sm ith B oy d , w h o is c a llin g there.
she went to her own room, with a
dog.”
C H A P T E R I V —A t a bob sled p arty Gail
cialty of refinement, and stocking a the pains and tired feeling left me.
finds the w orld u n co m fo rta b ly fu ll o f
“ Put away the dog, Dick,” ordered sense of a duty well performed.
picture gallery, and becoming a con- Doan’s Kidney Pills have myy highes
men, and A llison tells Jim S argent th a t
Gail smiled retrospectively, and
the heavier voice of young Van Ploon.
his new am bition is to co n q u e r the w orld.
endorsement.”
“ Come along, Gail, I’ll put him away.” tried the blue light under the canopy
C H A P T E R V —A llison sta rts a c a m 
Price 50^, at all dealers.
Don’t
lamp, but turned it out immediately.
At
his
approach,
Dick
placed
the
paign fo r con solid a tion and c o n tro l o f* th e
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
puppy, with great care, in Gail’s The green gave a much better effect
entire tra n soorta tion system o f the w orld.
charge, and took her arm. Van Ploon of moonlight on the floor.
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
(Continued from last week.)
She called herself back out of the
took her other arm, and together the
that Mrs. Kennedy had.
FosterThe LTutler, an aggravating image trio, laughing, went away to return mists of her previous thought. Who
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.*I
■with only one joint in his body, pa Flakes to his bed. They clung to her w-as this Gail, and what was she?
raded solemnly through the hall, and most affectionately, bending over her There had come a new need in her, a
back again with the card tray, while on either side; and they called her new awakening. Something seemed
but in busincEc ^3 fauna it impossible
Gail and the rector sang “ Juanita” Gail!
to have changed in her, to have crys
-rter the third or fourth minute of
from an old college songbook, which
The others were ready to go when tallized. Whatever this crystallization
conversation. He had taken in every
the Reverend Boyd had discovered in they returned from the collie nursery, was, it had made her know that mar
detail of the room on his entrance,
high glee. Aunt Grace came down the and the three young men stood for a riage was not to be looked upon as a
and his glance had strayed more than
stairs and out past the doors of the moment in a row near the door. Gail mere inevitable social episode. Her
once to the red streaks on the big
music salon. There were voices of looked them over with a puzzled ex thoughts flew back to Aunt Helen.
map. Now he approached it, and
animated greeting in the hall, and pression. What was there about them Her eyelashes brushed her cheeks,
studied it with absorbed interest.
Aunty returned to the door just as the which was so attractive? Was it poise, and the little smile of sarcasm
“ You’re a smart boy, Ed,” he con
rector was spreading open the book sureness, polish, breeding, experience, twitched the corners of her lips.
cluded. “Across Crescent island is the
at "Sweet and Low."
insolence, grooming—what? Even tfee
only leak you could snake in a rail
Aunt Helen’s list of eligibles. Gail
"Pardon
me,”
beamed
aunty. stiff Van Ploon seemed smooth of reviewed them now. deliberately; not
road. You found the only crack that
"There’s a little surprise out here for |bearing tonight!
the big systems haven’t tied up.”
with the thought of the social advan
you.”
They still were standing in the hall, tages they might offer her, but gps men.
"All you can get me to admit, just
A rush of noise filled the hall. Lu- and the front door opened.
now, is that the city needs an eightShe reviewed others whom she had
cile and Ted Teasdale, handsome Dick
“ Brought you a prodigal,” hailed met. For the first time in her life,
track tube across Crescent island, un
Rodley and Arly Fosland and Houston Uncle Jim, slipping his latchkey in his she was frankly and self-consciously
der lease to the Municipal Transporta
Van Ploon, had come clattering in as pocket as he held the door open for interested in men; curious about
tion company,” stated Allison, smiling
an escort for Mrs. Davies, whose pet the prodigal in question.
with gratification. A compliment of
them. She had reached her third stage
fad was to have as many young people
this sort from shrewd old Tim Cor
Gail was watching the doorway. of development; the fairy prince age,
as possible bring her home from any Someone outside was vigorously the “ I suppose I shall have to be mar
man, who was reputed to be the foxi
place.
est man in the world, was a tribute
stamping his feet. The prodigal came ried one day” age. and now the age
"Where’s the baby?” demanded in, and proved to be Allison, buoyant of conscious awakening
highly flattering.
She won
handsome Dick Rodley, heading for of step, sparkling of eye, firm of jaw, dered, in some perplexity, as to what
“That’s right,” approved Tim. “All
the stairs.
and ruddy from the night wind. Smil had brought about her nasence; rath “Ail I Know Is a Guess, and I Don’t I know Is a guess, and I don’t tell
“Silly, you mustn’t ! ” cried Lucile, ing with the sureness of welcome, he er, and she knitted her pretty brows,
guesses. This is a big job, though,
Tell Guesses.”
and started after him. “ Flakes should came eagerly up to Gail, and took her who had brought it about?
Eddie A subway to Crescent island,
be asleep at this hour.”
The library clock chimed the hour, noisseur collector of rare old jewels. under proper restrictions, is just an
hand, retaining it until she felt com
"I came in for the sole purpose of pelled to withdraw it, recognizing and startled her out of her reverie. He dressed three times a day.
ordinary year’s work for the boys, but
“ How about the Crescent island sub this tube pokes its nose into Oakland
teaching Flaked the turkey trot,” de- again that thrill. The barest trace of She turned on the lights, and sat in
bay.”
a flush came into her cheeks, and paled front of her mirror to give her hair way?”
“Ripe any time,” and Tim Corman
“I’m quite aware of the size of the
one of those extra bnishings for which
again.
^'However,
’♦ was so grateful and which it repaid flecked the ashes from his cigar with job,” chuckled Allison.
a heavily gemmed hand. “The boost Tim, there’ll be money enough behind
Gail changed her garments and let with so much beauty. She paused de
ers have been working on it right this proposition to fill that tube with
down her waving hair and, disdaining liberately to study herself in the glass.
along,
but never too strong.”
greenbacks.”
the help of her maid, performed all Why, this was a new Gail, a more po
“There’s no need for any particular
Between the narrow-slitted and
the little nightly duties, to the putting tent Gail. What was it Allison had
away of her clothing. Then, in a per said about her potentialities? Allison. i manipulation in that," decided Alli puffy eyelids of Tim Corman there
fectly neat and orderly boudoir, she Strong, forceful, aggressive Allison. son, who knew the traction situation gleamed a trace of the old-time genii.
“Then it’s built.”
He rose and
sat down to take herself seriously in He was potence itself. A thrill of to the last nickel. “The city needs
his handclasp clung with her yet, and that outlet, and it needs the new ter leaned on his cane, twinkling down on
hand.
ritory which will be opened up. I the man whom, years before, he had
There was a knock at the door and, a slight flush crept into her cheeks.
Aunt Grace had worried about Jim’s think we’d better push the subway picked a's a “comer.” “I’ve heard
on invitation, the tail and stately Mrs.
Helen Davies came in, frilled and ruf little cold, and the distant mouse she right on across to the mainland. The people say that money’s wicked, but
fled for the night. She found the thought she heard, and the silver extension would nave to be made in they never had any. When I die, and|
go down to the big ferry, if the Old
dainty, little guest boudoir in green chest, and Lucile’s dangerous-looking ten years anyhow.”
“It’s better right now,” immediately Pry eomrs along and offers me enough
tinted dimness. Gail had turned down new horse, until all these topics had
all the lights in the room except the failed, when she detected the unmis assented Connan. In ten years he mm-v, I’ll go to bell.”
(To Be Continued).
green lamps under the canopy, and takable click of a switch button near might be dead.
,rI think, too, that we’d better pro
she sat on the divan, with her brown by. It must be in Gail’s suite. Hadn’t
hair rippling about her shoulders, her the child retired yet? She lay quite vide for a heavy future expansion,” HOW AN EN GINEER KEEPS W E L L
knees clasped in her arms, and her j still pondering that mighty question went on Allison, glancing expectantly
Railroad engineers are more
ex
dainty little boudoir slippers peeping for ten minutes, and then, unable to into Tim’s old eyes. “We’d probably
from her flowing pink negligee, while rest any longer, she slipped out of bed better provide for a double-deck, eight- posed to catching cold than other
workers.
E. G. Dunaphant of Monthe dim green light, suited to her pres and across the hall. There was no track tube.”
Tim Corman drew a wheezy breath, ette, Mo., has run a Frisco engine
ent reflections, only enhanced the clear light coming from under the doors of
pink of her complexion. Mrs. Davies i either the boudoir or the bedroom, so and then he grinned the senile shadow 25 years and all the medicine he has
moved over to the other side of Gail, ; Aunt Grace peeped into the’ latter of his old-time grin; but it still had taken is Foley’s Honey and Tar. He
where she could surround her, and laid ; apartment, then she tiptoed softly the same spirit.
write®:
4,l always keep it in my
“ You got a hen on,” he decided. In
! away. Gail, in her cascade of pink
the brown head on her shoulder.
house
and
recommend it to all who
Gail, whose quick intelligence no flufferies, was at the north window, “society,” Tim could manage very
have
a
had
cough or cold.”
Floyd
nicely
jto
use
fashionable
language,
kneeling,
with
her
earnest
face
up
movement escaped, lay comfortably on
E. Parker.
Aunt Helen’s shoulder, and a clear turned to one bright, pale star.
She Sat With Her Brown Hair Rip laugh rippled out. She could not see
pling Around Her Shoulders.
the smile of satisfaction and relief
C H A P T E R VII.
with which Aunt Helen Davies re
dared handsome Dick, and ran away,
Still Piecing Out the World.
ceived that laugh.
followed by Lucile.
“ My dear,” I am quite well pleased
The map of the United States in
“Lucile’s becoming passe,” criti
with you,” she said. “ You have a bril Fldward E. Allison’s library began,
cized Ted. “ She’s flirting with Rodney
now, to develop little streaks, but they
liant future before you.”
for the second time.”
Gail’s eyelids closed; the long, were boldly marked, and they hugged,
1
“Can you blame her?” defended Arly
: brown lashes curved down on her with extraordinary closeness, the pen
Fodand. She was sitting in the deep
cil mark which Allison had drawn
corner of her favorite couch, nursing ] cheeks, revealing just a sparkle of from New York to Chicago and from
a slender ankle, and even her shining brightness, while the mischievous Chicago to San Francisco.
There
black hair, to say nothing of her shin i little smile twifched at the corners of were long gaps between them, but
her
lips.
ing black eyes, seemed to be snapping
“ If you were an ordinary girl, I these did not seem to worry him very
with wicked delight.
would urge you, tonight, to make a much. It was the little stretches,
Lucile and handsome Dick came selection among the exceptionally ex sometimes scarcely over an inch,
struggling down the stairway with
cellent matrimonial material of which which he drew with such evident
Flakes betwen them, and Gail sprang
you have a choice, but, with your ex pleasure from day to day, and now,
instantly to take the bewildered puppy traordinary talents and beauty, my ad occasionally, as he passed in and out,
from them both. Little blonde Lucile
vice is just to the contrary. You he stopped by the big globe and gave
gave up her interest to the prior right,
should delay until you have had a it a contemplative whirl. On the day
but Rodley pretended to be obstinate
wider opportunity for judgment. You |he joined his far western group of
about it. His deep eyes burned* down
have not as yet shown any marked little marks by bridging three small
into Gail’s, as he stood bending above
gaps, he received a caller in the per
preference, I hope.”
her, and his smile, to
Boyd’s con
' Gail’s quite unreasoning impulse son of a short, well-dressed old man,
centrated gaze, had in it that danger
was to giggle, but she clothed her who walked with a cane and looked
ous fascination which few women
half asleep, by reason of the many
voice
demurely.
could resist! Gail was positively smil
puffs which had piled up under his
“ No, Aunt Helen.”
ing up into his eyes!
“ You are remarkably wise,” compli eyes and nearly closed them.
“Tableau!” called Ted. “All ready mented Aunt Helen, a bit of apprecia
“I’m ready to wind up, Tim,” re
M A IN E.
for the next reel.”*
tion which quite checked Gail’s im marked Allison, offering his caller a
“Hold it a w'hile,” begged Arly, and pulse to pi°-°-ie- “ La the meantime, it cigar and lighting one himself. “When
even Rev. Smith Boyd wras forced
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An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention of the
auto parties who go through
Strong.
Call on us your next
trip.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Milas Lizzie Flagg,, Who has been
:n Stratton with her sister for blie
past month has returned to Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenzie went
to Portland] Wednesday for a few
days on a business trip.
Mr. and Mirs. Jairvis L. Tyler and
little daughter of Farmington were
the week--end guests of Mr. and Mm®.
D. F. Field at their oottiage at Weld.
Mira. Peter Nicolar who has had a
store in Rangeley this summer wia®
the guest of Miss Cornelia T. Crosby
over Sunday, en route to her home
in Old Towm.
H. H. Field and Henry Hamlin
went to Boston hy automobile Tues
day,
Mrs. Field and Miss Ttressi'e
Carroll accompanied tlhem as far as
Portland.

birds occasionally and usually
has
one in the auto on hits return. Such
was the cass Tuesday When he came
back wiith a biddy.
He reports
them as pretty plentiful among the
apple trees but they have not got
ten out into the highways very much
yet.
Mrs. Selden Keene mas recently
purchased a Crownnshield piano.
Alonzo Odell, son Ernest and little
grand daughter, Ethel yn of Farming
ton and Miss Aline Badger of Wis
consin called on relatives in town.
Sunday.
Miss Geneva Stillman is visiting
relative® here for a few weeks.
Mrs. Daniel French and little
son spent a few days in to'wn this

ess trip.
Mrs. Earl Edward® had the mis
fortune to fall down stairs one day
last week and received quite bad in
juries.
Miss Elm a Byron and Miss Edna
True are in Portland this week to
attend the Music Festival.
Miss Ruth, Austin was at home
fj-cm her school at Mexico over Sun
day and returned Monday as Cloliumbus Day was observed Monday in
stead of Tuesday.
A regular meeting of North Frank
lin Pomona Grange No. 22 P. of H.
will be held With Oquossoc Grange
of Rangeley on Thursday, October 21,
at 10 ’ocllock in the forenoon. Picnic
dinner.
Tickets can be secured at
all stations en the Sandy River &
Rangeley Lakes Railroad (or of the
conductors Where there are no agents
at the stations) for one fare for
the round trip, going on Wednesday
the 20th. and returning on
Friday
the 22nd.
Everett Beedy was home
from
Ruimford with his family over Sun
day.
Mrs. Beedy has been cn the
sick list the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Hamden, Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. McMullen and Ab
bert McMullen went to Hebron Sun
day to call on Ephraim McMullen.
who has just return eh from the sanitorium at Fairfield Whore lie has
been for several weeks, together with
15 other patients.
The call
was
necessarily a short on© as Mr. Mc
Mullen wus's tired from the trip and
was not allowed to see them but a
few moments.
They report inis con
dition as about the same.
Tine Christmas Present Club met
with Mrs. H. W. True last Tuesday
afternoon.
One member was
ab
sent, Mrs. H. H. Field.
Mrs. C. E.
Parker will be the hostess in two
weeks.
Mrs. A. D. Prescott, who has pass
ed the summer at the Exchange
Hotel in Farmington, left for Arkan
sas City, Kansas, last Monday.
Mrs. Will True came out from thei
camp at Dallas last week on account
of illness but we are pleased to re
port that slhe is improved in health,.
Friends of Miss Albertine Butter
field were glad to see her out for a
short automobile ride with, Mrs, D.
F. Field last Tuesday morning. Miss
Butterfield las' been, ill for several
weeks, but is gaining quite fast at
the present time.
Messrs. Will True and Albert
Worthiey hunted over some land on
Tory Hill this week over Which .they
traveled 55 years agb together, but
the conditions are somewhat changed
from that time. The land which was
then good tillage is now wooded land.'
It is the farm formerly known as the
Will Moulton, farm, Mir. Moulton now
being a resident of Hudson, Mass,.
D. F. Hoyt takes a trip out after

hunters tlidfii fail having secured a
deer.
Hon. Joel Wilbur and A/lbert Wortfl>
’ ey have returned from a ten days’
trip to the former’s camp on Rangeley Lake.
No doubt partridge was
on the menu frequently.
Mir. and Mrs. A. C. Norton, were
hi town Thursday afternoon
by
automobile bringing a
party
of
friends with them.
Mr. Norton also
took a trip to East Madrid to carry
Lis aunt, Mrs. Sarah. Pomeroy for a
visit with her daughter, Ida Hatha
way.
Mrs. Norton
remained in
Phillips to call or several friends.
There will be a meeting of True
Blue Council, No. 14, Jr. O. IT. A.
M. at the Grange, hall, October 15.
Every member is requested to be
present.
There is important busin
ess to ccme before the meeting. C.
E. Berry, councillor.
Messrs. Charles Pinkbam and Leon
ard Ross are on a threshing
trip
over the bill.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Carroll Ncyes was quite ill a few
days last week caused from indiges
tion.
The regular meeting of the King’s
Daughters will be postponed on ac
count of the revival services at the
M. E. church.
■AIiss Mabel White of Byron,
a
student at the Normal school in Far
mington, was tine guest of Mrs.
Georg© Bean for the week-end.
An interesting bridal of the '".eek
in Portland will be that of Miss Oiliv
Holman Barnes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Holman Melcher
Barnes of
Coyle park, and Chester Granville Ab
bott, Which is to take place next Sat-

The Sedgeley Store
COATS
Children's Coats,
$4.50, $5.00,$6.00
Misses' Coats, age 15 to 20,
$7.50, $8, $9, $10, $12
Ladies’ Coats,
$5, $8, $9, $10, $12, $13.50, $15, $18, $20, $25

a

HATS
Children's Hats,
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Hats,

50 cents to $1.00
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50, ,$3

SW EATERS
Children’ s Sweaters,
Ladies’ Sweaters,
Men’s Sweaters,

W IN T E R U N D E R W E A R
50 cents
50 cents, $1.00, $1.25
25 cents
25, 50 cents, $1.00
25 cents

Children's and Misses’ Union Suits,
Ladies’ Union Suits,
week..
•$ |
i
Children’
s Vests and Pants,
t
Miss Bertta Guild of Dixfield
is
F.
N. Beal was in Portland
thevisiting at Irwin Austin’s..
Ladies' Vests and Pants.
latter part of last week on a busin
Norman Oallden is among the lucky Boys’ Vests and Drawers,

Peavy Bros.
C lothes

We are not guessing when
we say that P E A V Y BROS.
CLOTHES are better than
the average make o f cloth
ing. In the past seventeen
years we have sold a great
many suits and overcoats o f
this make. W e have found
them to be fully reliable.
From our past experience
we believe that for actual
value P E A V Y B R O S .
CLOTHING can not be
equalled. Suits $10.00 to
$20.00.
Overcoats, $10.00
to $18.00.

A t the Clothing Store.

D. F. HOYT
No. 5 BealBlock

PHILLIPS,

M AINE

A gency for the
Universal Steam Laundry

Open Saturday
Evenings.

Authorized
Resident Dealer

FACTS FOR SUFFERERS

Pain results front injury or con
gestion.
Be it neuralgia, rheumat
ism, lumbago, neuritis,
toothache,
sprain, bruise, sore stiff muscles or
whatever pain you have yields to
Sloan’s Liniment—brings new fresh
blood, dissolves tine congestion, re
lieves the injury, the circulation is
free and your pain leaves' as If by
magic.
The mature of its qualities
penetrate immediately to tine sore
spot.
Don’t keep oh suffering. Get
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment.
Use
it.
It means instant relief.
Price
25^. and 50tf. $1.00 bottle holds six
times as mudh. as the 25<*. size.

T A IL O R

SAYS, “ MOST D E L I G H T 
FU L .”
Most tailors suffer from constipat
ion.
G. W. Roberson, y^icliita Falls,
Tex., says:
“ I find Foley Cathar
tic Tablets the most
delightful,
cleansing cathartic I have ever tak
en.”
They keep the stomach sweet
and liver active, and drive away bil
iousness, bloating, headache, dullness
and other results of clogged bowels.
Floyd E. Parker.

The
Phillips National Bank

H O SIE R Y
25 cents
25, 50, 75 cents

Ladies’ Fleeced Hose,
Men’s Heavy Wool Stockings,

PUFFS
H O U SE DRESSES
House Dresses in all sizes,

$1.00, $1.50

O U T IN G F L A N N E L

MAINE

D A IR Y A N D C REAM ERY

BUTTER

j

New Patterns in Outing Flannel

10 cents

}

“CRUM BS OF CO M FO R T”
Cushion Tread Boots, good to wear .

$2.00

W A R M SHOES
Felt Lined Boots, sizes 3 to 8,
Ladies’ Moccasin Slippers,

•

$1.25
$1.00

M E N ’S SHOES

;

Bass Shoes for Work.
Bass Shoes for Dress.
Bass Shoes for the School Boy.

RUBBERS
All kinds of rubbers for fall and winter.
We also sell poor rubbers.

We sell good rubbers.

UNDERWEAR FOR WINTER 3
Separate Piece and Union Suits
Fleeced and W ool
Vests and Pants, 25c, 50c and $1.00 each,
to size 44.
Union Suits, 50c to $3.00 each.
B u tte ric h P attern s

in

S tock

C. M. HOYT,
No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine

Farmers’ Tel.

urday evening at tine Woodfords Con
gregational church.
Miss
Barnes I
has chosen for her maid of honor !
her sister, Miss Ruitih Barnes,
and ;
ther,e will be an attractive group of !
bridesmaids.
The best man is to
be Donald Weston of Mechanic Falls, j
G.
E. Avor,e has resigned as trav-1
e-Hng salesman with Henry K. Warn- I
pole, manufacturing
chemists,
of
Philadelphia, with whom hie had been 1
connected for the past 14 years, and I
will devote his entire time to t'he
Sampson & Avore drug store of
Skowhegan, of which firm be has 1
been junior partner since 1904.

Barbering and Pool
Phillips National Bank
JA M E S B. ROSS
-

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50

Good Quality of Puffs for
Popular Priced Blankets, extra value

during alterations and ad- :
Hard Colds'—People whose bilocd is
ditions to their present
pure are not nearly so likely to take i
building will be located in
hard colds as are others.. Hood’s Sar
Beal Block in the rooms
saparilla makes tbie blood pure; and {
over the stores of C. F.
this great medicine recovers the sys- |
Chandler & Son and Cony
tern after a cold as no other medi
M. Hoyt.
; cine does. Take Hood’s.

PHILLIPS,

j

50 cents, $1.00, $1.50
$1.00, $3.00, $3.75, $4.50, $6.50
$1.00, $4.50,$5.00

B eef Liver
B eef Heart
B eef Tongue
Fresh Pork
Ham and Bacon
Corned B eef
Frankforts
Sausage
Tripe
Clams and Oysters
All at

\
j
:
(
I
!
j
:
j

j
!

B E A N ’ iSj
W anted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

Pulpw ood delivered
at
Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
any point on line o f Sandy
Soft Drinks.
River and Rangeley Lakes
Open until 11 P. M.
Railroad.
N O TICE
H A L E Y & F IE L D

AT

All communications addressed to New
Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and
careful attention.

TO O TH A K E R ’S C A S H S T O R E

FRANK F. GRAVES

Phillips,

__

Maine

Get Your Butter Paper Printed At
The Maine Woods.

